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Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 10.
CLOVIS TO HAVE
A BUSINESS COLLEGE

F. T. Bryan and H. R. Robbing of
Dublin, Texas, will establish a business college in Clovis. The ichool
will open in about ten days and will
Clovis will have a great Labor Day be known as the Clovii Commercial
celebration next Monday. The day College. It will be conducted in the
will be generally observed with a W. O. W. rooms in the McFarlin
holiday and it ia planned to have the building over the News office. Mr.
day filled with plenty of amusement. Bryan is now in Clovis making the
The parade will itart from the c.ourt necessary arrangements for the comhouae at 10:00 a. m., and will be par- mencement of the school and'his partticipated in by the membership of the ner, Mr. Robbins, will be hero next
following organization: Retail Clerks week.
Both of these men are ex- Railway Clerks, Machinists, Carmen, I P"inced commercial teachers and
!
..
i
Brakemen, Boilermakers,
Mainten hava iiiitnuaufntlii
nee of Way, Stationary Firemen, in Dublin, Texas, for several years.
Coppersmiths, Blacksmiths, Carpen Speaking of Clovis Mr. Bryan said to
tho Newa man this week: "Clovis
ters, Barbera,
Following there will be speaking certainly impresses a
with
at the Lyceum Theatre, by Judge being an extra good town and one
future before it, and we feel
Sam Bratton and Judge Humiin of with
Farwell. C. W. Harrison will be mas sure that the Clovis Commercial Colter of ceremonies. In the afternoon lege la going to meet with a I i be nil
The college will teach
there will be sports of all kinds at support."
the ball park, and later in the even- typewriting, shorthand, penmanship,
and all business lines.
ting, after supper, there will be some
good prize fights staged by the best
boxers that have been in Clovis this CREAT WESTERN GOING DOWN
year.
The ball will commence at
K0 at the Elks Home.
The Great Western Oil & Refining
Thirii expected to be a most enjoyable occa- Company announce
that they are
sion and exceptionally good music has down about two hundcd feet on
betn procured.
their test well to be put down in the
'"'
field near Kenna. The company haa
MELONS 'ARE PLENTIFUL
big atandard rig and expect to go
right on down with tehir well now.
The sandy land of east Texas, long
fumed for its fine watermelons, cerDR. LYNCH BETTER
tainly hasn't anything on Eastern
JC.w Mexico this year. The f annus
Dr. J. D. Lynsh of Melrose under
have got watermelons an 1 canta- went an operation In Clovis Monday
loupes this year, and plenty of thtr.j on account of an attack of erysipelis
nr.d they an gnd ones too.
from which he haa suffered during the
past few weeks. He has an infection
in his shoulder and for time it lookMOVING BACK
ed very serious, but since his operaJ. E. Adams, who has been in Clo- - tion he is getting better nnd It is
j for the
past several duys, re- hoped by his many friends that he
turned last Suturduy to F.Ik City, will soon be up. He is now at the
Oklahoma.
While here Mr. Adams City Hospital here.
purchased the Lone Star Wagon Yard
from Luther Lynn and will return to
GOVERNMENT HIGHWAY
Clovis in a few days to take churge
of the business and conduct it again.
Government engineers are now at
Mr. Adums formerly lived In CIovm work on a survey of highway
from
and conducted the sume business unci Texico to Clovis and down the Valley.
ays he is glad to be moving back.
Much work is planned for this road
during the next few years. It will be
BOUCHT CITY HALL PROPERTY surfaced and put in fine condition.
A project running from Covis west
S. J. Boykln and J. A. Nichols pur- A project running from Clovis west
chased the city hull property this
week, the consideration being $3200.
This property has never belonged to'
the city but has been rented and will
no douU continue to be occupied by
the fire department and the city
VISITEO CLOVIS fJONOlT
clerk's office.

..Ih.i.j
new-com-

Boop-kcepin- g

m

W. WISMILLER PURCHASES
BUSINESS PROPERTY

Office

The election for a Labor Day
Queen has been called off on account
of one of the candidates resigning.
Those who have voted and desire
their money returned for their votes
cast can have their money refunded
by culling on the committee.
Labor Day Progrum Committee.
ACTIVITY IN REAL ESTATE
At no time in the history of the
(county hus renl estate been us aetivc
as now. Furm viilues have steadily
'
increased during the past few months
and there have been quite a few sales
with good demand for Curry Coun
ty land.
City real estate has been selling,
too, at prices people did not dream
of several years ago. The cont'nuod
shortage of residence property has
made
home just like ready money
when the owner feels like putting it
on the market at anythng like a rea
sonable price.

The Amarillo Trade Excursion visited Clovis on Monday of this week.
The Boosters got here about two
o'clock and after having dinner at the
Harvey House visited with the business men of Clovis for an hour or
more, and left for the remainder of
their journey which will require about
three days. Amurillo has grown to
be quite a wholesale center in the
Inst severttl years and this trade excursion had for its object widening
the city's trade territory.
Many of the Amurillo Boosters expressed surprise at the rapid growth
Clovis hus made in the past few years.

GRADY ed to Clovis from Wichita Falls, has
purchased the two brick buildings on
South Main Street, now occupied by
the Maddll Dry Goods and. Clothing
to
the
Realizing that it is very vital
Company5!; The purchase was made
welfare of Clovis as well as the farm- from Jpfc C. McClelland, who bought
ers north of town to have a phone the property several months ago, and
line running to Claude and Grady, the consideration is said to have been
Lester Stone and E. Peterson took it $20,000.
on themselves this week to solicit
stock subscriptions for the forming
1
TO THE PUBLIC
of a company and building the line.
Speaking of the project Mr. Stone
I have called off my boxing bouts
said: "I do not hardly see how the on Labor Day evening in favor of
people can fail to grasp the opportunthose to be held by the Unions and I
ity that is now presented to get this bespeak for them a liberal patronphone line built north. It will mean age.
A. E. SEIGNER,
much to the farmer as well as the ltc
Manager Clovis Athletic Club.
We had
business men of Clovis.
some very liberal responses in the
matter of subscriptions but not near
CLOVIS SCHOOL NOTES
enough to build the line up to this
time. I figure that it will take about
$10,000 to build the proper kind of a
line to Grady."
About ten sections of land north-- '
west of the city were annexed to disST. VRAIN BOY HITS IT LUCKY
trict one last week. The school truck
which made trips east last year will
Many people have made quick be
used to carry the children from
money in the oil fields of Texas, but this
territory to our schools. A big
the story of Pat Hines, who lives near forty passenger
car has been purSt. Vrain reads like a fairy story. Mr. chased to bring
in the children from
Hines went to Burkburnett several the territory
east of the original dismonths ago after he returned from trict. During
the past year district
the service and began working there number one
has been increased from
for a salary of $125 per month after nineteen square miles
e
to
having landed in the oil town with square
miles, and more are expected
only $2.60. He afterwards went to to petition
for annexation.
work for one of the big oil operators
The kindergarten is rapidly filling
there getting leases on a salary of to maximum, but there is
room yet
$200 per month. Mr. Hines made a for
number. Be sure to call in at
success of the job and was taken in on once if it is your
intention to send
the deal by his employers with the your child to kindergarten.
result that he now has holdings that
All the teachers are to arrive Satare said to be worth $2.10,000. All urday and Sunday. Those having
this has been accomplished in less boarding and
rooming places will not
than a year.
forget to call the superintendent.
There are no changes in books this
DENNIS BROS. TO HAVE
year as some have reported. Refer
ANOTHER BIG SALE to the recent published list in the
Journal for verification.
Deiinis Bros, have decided to quit
Institute begins Monday evening,
farming and are advertising a big September 1st. All Clovis teachers
sale for Wednesday, September 10th will be present at that time.
This will without doubt be the largest
Children not yet sixteen years of
farm sale ever held in the county and age will not forget the new law.
people from lar and near will no Some will have to grow faster than
doubt be there to bid on livestock and ever to reach the maximum age beother things offered. C. E.. Dennis fore school opens. We have hid chiltells the News to tell the folks that dren grow two years in one to reach
"everything offered is going to sell" the maximum of fourteen, which was
and our readers know that means that the law last year.
it will sell.
The íiew law requiring vaccination
Not a small part of the sule will be is to be rigidly enforced according to
the lunch that will be served at noon. advice received from the state deThese men say there ia going to be partment. It might be well to have
plenty there for everybody.
this attended to before school opens.

The revival at the nirdomo closed
Sunday evening after a most successful two weeks' meeting. There were
over sixty additions to the several
churches of the town as a direct result of the meeting and the pastors
are to be congratulated on their suc
cessful work.
AUTO COLLISION

.BAR MEETING NEXT WEEK
The members of the Clovis
bar are making quite
bit of
preparation
to entertain the
State Bur Association which
meets here on the 2nd and 3rd
September.
The Association
was to have met on the first and
second but was postponed to the
second and third on account of
the Labor Day celebration here
'on Monday.
The meeting will bring to
Clovis prominent lawyers from
all parts of the state, and Urge
attendance is expected.
4

Automobiles driven by D. N. Croft
and Miss Mildred Griffith ran into
each other Monday morning at the
corner of Grand and Gidding. In the
collision Miss Crifflth was thrown
against the windshield and received a
broken nose and some bad bruises.
Both cars were badly damaged.

Fort Sumner defeated Clovis in a
ball game here last Sunday afternoon,
the score being 16 to fl. All of the
Clovis team was not present and they
did not put up their usual exhibition.
Judge S. Overton

SEEMS PROBABLE

SOLD TO
NEW YORK PARTIES

a
Sale of the
company of
Atlanta, to New York interests for
$2,000,000 is reported from Atlanta,
Ga., the final disposition being depen
dent upon reports of auditors for the
New York capitalists
confirming
statements as to the earnings and
financial status of the company.
Many year ago, it is understaod,
Mr. Chandler paid $500 for the
n
formula and rights to its manCoca-Col-

Coca-Coi-

ufacture.
The sule, which is a direct reult of
federal prohibition includes the nnme,
trade-murformula of
contracts and good will of the company any such reality as it actually
used by it in the distribution and sale
of the product in various cities. It
does not include, it is said, bottling
rights, nor various buildings owned
by Asa G. Chandler in New York or
other cities.
Principal stockholders
are Mr.
Chandler, his five sons and daughter.
Identity of the purchasers was not
announced, but the transaction was
made through the Guaranty Trust
company and Chase National Bank,
both of New York.
E. C. Young, representing the
American Laundry Machinery Co.,
haa been in Clovis this week selling
machinery for the establishment of
the Clovis Union Laundry. The
has rented the two buildings on
Grand avenue, formerly occupied by
the Sunta Fe Reading room, and J.
D. Looner, who has the purchase of
the machinery in charge informed the
News man that the laundry will be
ready for operation in about five
weeks, if no unnecessary delays are
occasioned.
com-pnn- y

and son, Fred,

returned this week from a trip to
Mrs. Annie Gammel of Wichita
Washington. They report a most en Falla, Texas, ia visiting
her daughter,
joyable trip.
Mrs. C. F. Welle.

A meeting was held last Friday
evening to decide whether the fair
would be held this fall. Everyone
alhas been so busy that it has
most impossible for any of the soliciting work to be done on the matter
of getting the stock subscribed. A
list was passed around among the
business men with the result that
liberal subscription of stock was secured but as yet no work has been
done in the country. Will H. Patti-sopresident of the Fair Association
has now appointed some committees
to work among the farmers as well
as others and see what
can be secured. One thing is certain
whatever is done toward a fair
must be done quick.
en

Grain has been coming into Clovis
licely rate for the past few
weeks, in fact it is coming in so fast
that the Clovis Mill and Elevator
Company is having some difficulty in
taking care of it at times. It seems
like it is absolutely impossible for the
wheat to get out of Galveston now
as fast as it gets to the port and this
is causing export grain shipments to
be held up, and too, there is a car
shortage that makes it pretty near
impossible for the elevators over the
country to get cars as fast as tney
need them. Letter Stone, manager
of the Clovis Mill and Elevator Co.
says Clovis has been more fortunate
in, getting cars than many other
towns and that the local mill has not
suffered near as much from this cause
as many towns in this section. The
whole trouble is the nation has raised
the greatest wheat crop in its history, and in former years much of
the grain has been Stored and marketed gradually, whereas this year
it has all been dumped on the market
just as faat as the farmers could haul
it in.

at

BACK

fifty-thre-

Coca-Col-

UNION REVIVAL
CLOSED SUNDAY

STILL AFTER THE FAIR

OF WHEAT

W. Wismillcr, who recently return-

LI 10

COCA-COL-

LABOR DAY QUEEN
ELECTION CALLED OFF

4
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SET FOB

f

Official

FROM NORTH TEXAS

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Dobbs and little
son returned this week from points in

North Texas, where they have been
visiting. Mrs. Dobbs and the baby
have been visiting there for some
weeks and Mr. Dobbs went down several days ago and returned home with
them.
PROFITABLE

INVESTMENTS

The friends of W. Wismiller here
are pleased to know that he has made
good in the oil game in the Burkburnett field, and the best part about Mr.
Wismiller's fortunate investments is
the fact that he is investing in Clovis
l
estate property.
It is mighty
hard for a man to beat Clovis or Cur
ry County property when he is hunt
ing a good conservative investment
for his money.
A-a-

ADVERTISED

HIS SALE

J. C. Carnahan, who lives seven
miles southeast of Clovis had a pub'
lie sale Tuesday of this week.
Mr.

n,

CORN LOOKS BETTER
HERE THAN IN ILLS.
A. B. Hubbard returned this week
from a business trip to Milwaukee,
Wis. Mr. Hubbard says that nowhere
between here and that place did he
see as good crops as there are in
Curry County. He says the corn crop

in Illinois is nothing like
good at
it ii right here in eastern New Mexico.
IN AUTO ACCIDENT

i

A. E. Curren received a painful
wound on the top of his head last
week while returning from WichiU
Falls with Luther Lynn. The car ran
into a chug-hol- e
and threw Mr. Cur-re- n
against the top of the car. A
painful wound was inflicted and Mr.
Curren was compelled to stop at Canyon, Texas, for medical treatment, it
being necessary for the doctor to take
several stitches in the wound.

OLD TIMER HERE
D. V. Walker of Wichita Falls is
spending a few days here this week.
Mr. Walker lived in this county before there was a Clovis and filed on a
homestead here. He has seen this
section of the country grow from
one great expanse of cattle range to
the great farming section that it is
now. He talks a good deal about the
wonderful growth that Wichita Falls
haa had but does not fail to note what
a wonderful growth Clovis has made,
too.

LABOR DAY FIGHTS

Jess Price vs. Walter Gray, 20
rounds, weight 149 pounds each.
Semi Final Mike Baca vi. Johnny
Connelly, 12 rounds, weight 137.
Claud Clary vs. "The Wanderer"
of Clovis, 8 rounds.
Tickets on sale at Southwestern
Drug Co., Postoffice News Stand and
Sloan and Thomas. Fight begins at

Carnahan advertised his sale well and
was rewarded for his exorts by having
a good crowd and everything bringing a good price. It pays to spend a
little extra money on the advertise
Where to Register and When
ment of a public sale these days. It
Children of the first and second does not take many extra bidders to
grades east of Axtel street enroll at a great deal more than pay for the
7:00 p. m.
Eugene Field, on Axtell street, ex- amount the additional advertising
All will be main goes. The best
costs.
cept those children bordering grounds
that has been offered in Clovis in
of Eugene Feld, and west to the secyears.
WHAT CAN A WOMAN DOT
ond street west of Main street, which
years.
tc
is Connelly, and including the same,
She
to
can
come
a
decision
without
of
children
these two grades enroll
Miss Thelma Wilkerson left Wedat the hitrh school building, west of the slightest trouble of reasoning on nesday to visit her mother nt Temple,
of Connelly street enroll at the La it; and no sane man can do that.
Texas.
Six of them can talk at once and
Casita school.
get along first rate, and no two men
All third and fourth grade children
Mrs. C. F. Wells is able to be up
do that.
east of Connelly, and including the can
again
after an attack of appendicitis.
one
can
suteiy sticK hity pins in
same, enroll at Eugene Field. West
her dress while he is eettinir one
of this division enroll at La Casita.
The fool wouldn't get so much fun
under his thumb nail.
Fifth and sixth grades on Main
She is as cool as a cucumber in out of life if he were wise enough to
and east enroll nt Eugene Feld ; west half a dozen tight
dresses nnd skirts realize his own folly.
of Main enroll at La Casita.
while a man will fret and fume and
All others enroll at high school, in- growl in one loose shirt.
cluding kindergarten, who live in city
She can talk as sweet as peaches
limits and north of railroad.
and cream to the womun she hates
COMPLETE TIE UP
South of railroad all below fifth while two men would be punching
AT LOS ANGELES
grade enroll at south side school; each others' head before they had exabove fourth grade enroll at nearest changed ten words.
The strike at Los Angeles
She can go to church and afterschool north of tracks, or at the
and other points in the coast
wards tell you what every woman had
school where grade It to be taught.
country haa completely tied up
Rural children enroll at nearest on, and in some rare instances can
railroad traffic as far as that
ward school except above sixth grade, give you some faint idea what the
section of the country is con- text
was.
who enroll at the high school.
cerned. Tickets will not be sold
She can walk half the night with a
from Clovia to any point west of
Be careful to follow these direc
colicky infant in her arms without
Albuquerque
and likewise no
tions as children enrolling in a school
once expressing the desire of murderfreight shipments will be re- across a division line will be transing the infant.
ceived. International officials of
ferred at once.
She can but what's the use? A
the railroad organizations have
All grade children enroll Friday
woman can do anything and everyinstructed the men to return to
morning from nine to eleven o'clock thing
and do it well.
work, but sb far conditions are
September 5th. The book list has
She can do more in a minute than
completely tied up in the coast
been published and those who know a man can do
in an hour and do it
country.
for certain the grades they are to be better.
As far as Clovis is concerned,
in may buy their books now.
She can drive
man crazy for
men prominent in railroad or- High school pupils enroll accord- twenty-fou- r
hours and then bring
ganizations say there will be no
ing to catulog announcement on him to parad iBe in two seconds by
labor trouble or strike until it is
Thursday and Friday, the first two simply tickling him under the chin
nationul one, ordered by the
years on Friday, the last two on and there does not live the mortal son
heads of the several unions, and
Thursday, from nine to twelve each of Adam's misery who can do it.
this will likely come only after
day.
the negotiations, which are now
Every man doea a little detective
going on, fail to find a solution
C. F. Wells is ejpbcted home next work to the extent of trying to locate
of problems at stake.
week. He has been at Little Rock, the soap in the bottom of the
Ark., 'for several weeks.
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ANNOUNCEMENT!

CAHEKON NEWS

This Fall and Winter will be numbered among the
most active in a business and social way that the
:
country has ever had.
Stylish clothes, well made, will be more necessary
than ever.
The best dressed men everywhere know that
clothes must be custom made to really fit well and
wear well.
Machines cannot compete with the skilled bands
that shape the cloth to your figure. Only the tailor
who takes your individual measurement, and consults your personal taste can make a suit that really
represents you.
You are invited to call soon to inspect our offerings
in the latest fabrics.

J. C. Tremblay

TANLAC

EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, be!"
New Mexico, as second class matter
under the act of March 3, 1879.

.,:

JUSTICE A LUXURY

In an American court of civil justice, at Mount Clemens, Mich., it cost
$1.50 Henry Ford, a citiien, $250,000 to
One Year
75 get a verdict of six cents against the
Six Months
Chicago Tribune, a newspaper. The
newspaper paid out $2.r0,000 in deGOOD IN THEORY
fending itself against the libel suit.
AND PRACTICE
The quarrel of Ford and the Tribune is nothing to concern the counIn these days of high rents and try for longer than a moment. But
house hunting, the following from what if it had been a poor man that
the pen of Walt Mason carries great- was characterized as an anarchist?
er force than usual, but it would be How far could he have gotten in an
true under any circumstances:
effort to obtain justice from a cor"I own my home, and life's a poration able to spend millions if
pome, from outside to the center; necessary in fighting its legal buttles.
I'm full inside, of honest pride; I'm
If justice is a luxury only for the
sorry for the renter. I own my rich, it certainly is a tough outlook
shack, both front anil DacK, tne Kiicn-- for the ,)oor folks wh0 fWU,,ntiy
en and the porches; and here I sit and flml t necl.Mary( am not 0f tn(.r own
feel I'm It, and smoke my
frt,e wil and accor(1 to appt,u to th(.
torches. The tree and vine arc strict- - courts in the interest of their rights.
ly mine, the concrete walks ami
Justice should be implo and inex- hedges, the elms and yews, old cunsj
pensive. Otherwise, it is a mockery.
.... .
.,, ..,
VInere gnoul(i De rtform ln court pro.
old, the rooms
wedges The house
u n
Jhe
of thp
are cold the roof is often leak in. úungvr
u g R prob,cm for t))e ,aw
and in mo nigiu, wnei. men
ycrs. Hereford Brand.
tight I hour the front gate creaking.
But it is mine, this shack of pine, and
GET READY
there's no mortgage on it ; and here I
sit and do my bit at writing ode and
Now is the time that your hens will
sonnet. My house is cheap; no footmoult
or shed their feathers. This
hallways;
vigils
in
its
men keep their
' ralher ilow and Naturo
no butler stern with pomp to burn P
should
be
assisted. B. A. Thomas';
here combs his auburn galwuys. My
Ret.,
Poultry
dy will help your hens
house is punk, the doors are shrunk,
to moult causing them to shed earlier
and
rattle;
shake
and
the windows
and be ready to lay when eggs are
ton the stairs and under chairs the highest in the winter. If this remedy
cats and rats give battle. It isn't
does not make good, we will. A. B.
fine, but it is mine; with smiles I bid
Austin & Sons.
you enter; I am the king while here,
by jing; I'm sorry for the renter."
Kate of Ohio. City of Tjledo,
It is not the mere fact of home Lucm County, M.
Cheney makei oath that b
ownership that makes this bit of typi- Is Frank i.partner
senior
of the firm of P. J.
cal Mason philosophy so timely. The Cheney ft Co., doing buelnees In thi City
County
of
Toledo,
State aforesaid,
contentment it expresses with simple and that said firm and
will pay the sum of
conditions of life the nonchalance ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
every caae of Catarrh that cannot he
with which it dispenses with "modern and
ctin-by the use of HALL'S CATARHH
FRANK J. CHKNEY.
conveniences" carries a lesson which MEDICINE.
l
Sworn to before me and
In
d
will know how to my protifnce, this At h tiny nf Iieremher,
the
D.
A.
W.
1S8.
A.
GLEASON,
Those who are caught in
appreciate.
Seal)
Notary Public.
the maelstrom of modern life and HtiH'i Catarrh Mdlolne Is tnln Internally
through
and
arts
tlio Blood on
"keeping
up
pace
going
the
who are
the Murom Burfacfs of the System. Send
with the Smiths, the Browns and the for testimonial. fre.
F. J. CHKNEY ft CO..
O.
rest" will find little in it. It is a rare Sold by all drurrltita. 7Sc Tolndo.
Family
constipation.
Hall's
I'ills
for
man and a rarer woman today who is
1

five-ce-

j

an-v-

THE WORLD,"
MA- N-

n
mer
a
chnat of St. Elmo, a suburb of Chat
tanooga, recently made the following
remarkable statement regarding his
experience with Tanlac.
"Most everybody coming into my
store is telling me how much better
I am looking, and no wonder, for
pounds in acI've gained twenty-fiv- e
tual weight since taking Tanlac. For
months I Had been in a terrible run
down condition and had no appetite
nor energy. 1 fell oc in weight and
got so weak thut I couldn't attend to
my business. I was nervous and dizzy
and took no interest in anything.
"I have now taken three bottles of
Tunlac and my improvement is re
markable. I weighed a hundred and
thirty-fiv- e
pounds before 1 began
tuking Tanlac and now I weinh one
hundred and sixty, and although
am sixty years old 1 feel like a man
of forty. My strength and energy
huve returned, I eat like a farm hand
and feel fine all the time. Tunlac is
the greatest medicine in the world.'
Teniae is sold in Clovis by Mear
Phurmacy, In Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement.)
& Pool.

W. S. White,

Knl

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

IN

GREATEST

GAINED 21 POUNDS.

clis-tr..- ::

Paper of Curry County.

THE

SAYS CHATTANOOGA

mind and soul. The
"stuntlurd of living" must be main
tained at any cost, even at the cost
of peaceful living. But simple folk
will know that Walt is right. As to
the others, we can only remark thut
Puck knew whut he was talking ubout
in more ways than one when he exclaimed: "Whut fools these mortuls
.;

IS

MEDICINE

content with what it is in their power
to ar"r.:r
v;thout slavery and

The Clovis News
Officinl

2fl YEARS YOUNGER

well-know-

' A large crowd enjoyed an Ice cream
supper at the home of Sam Jennings
'
Saturday night. '
J. R. Burnett and H. L. Caughran
each brought out a new truck from
Clovis last week.
E. W. Leach took a track load of
wheat to Hereford Tuesday.
Mr. Wood hai sold hit crop to Mr.
Jackson.
The singing at the home of Bert
Sharp was well attended Sunday
night.
Jeff Hendrix is working for J. Z.
Mer this week.
Mr. Kirkpatrick
of Bellview has
taken the contract of repairing the
Boney school house.
J. Z. Isle hauled a load of wheat
to San Jon Tuesday with a team.
The same day S. J. Lobban took a
truck load of wheat to Clovis for Mr.
lsler, und returned with a loui of
lumber for the Boney school house.
Mrs. Lobbun accompanied him.
About thirty-fivof the neighbors
were eating water melons at the
home of Mr. und Mrs. S. J. Lobbun
Sunday.
Will Brown threshed 170 acres of
wheat thut yielded 0750 bushels. One
80 acre lieid made 37 bushels to the
acre.
Virg Tillman brought out a new
truck from Clovis Suturduy.
Messrs. Jess Crecolius, Charlie
Brown, Roy Chutmun and Clyde lsler
made u trip to Clovis Suturduy.
Sunday morning at the home of the
bride's parents, in the presence of a
few selected guests, Mr. Harrison
Vuntlevender and Miss Delma Jennings were married, Rev. H. W.
s
officiating. The newlyweds have
the good will and best wishes of their
many friends.
Cliff McCall is on the sick list this
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The socalled "luxury tax" whs de
vised in haste to raise money quickly
during the war. With the wur over
it falls far short of its purpose in
that it taxes the public for neccs
sities of life by merely calling the
areicle a "luxury". It adds to thtcost of living of every family anil
article a "luxury". It adds to the
extra pennies they have to dig up eat
hea.vily int thciriincome
Everyday articles of use such us
toilet supplies and drugs, ice cream
and candy, can hardly be called luxuries and yet the tax on these uiul
similar articles add materially to cost
of living today.
The war is over and our tax problems can now be faced in an intelligent manner and arranged over a
period of years instead of heaping unnecessary loads on industry and th
public.
SOLD OUT
I have sold my veterinary practice
to Dr. him. The stock owners of
i:inv, honl,l he nleuscd to have the
Doctor with them again, because he's
not only a good practitioneer, but a
graduate veterinary from a school
that prescribes three years of attend
ance. He has been in active practice in Oklahoma and Texas and attended most of the Veterinary Conventions here of late. I feel that you
will find the Doctor as a good a veterinary if not better than when he
was here before. In the future I
shall be very busy with my crop, so
when in need of me, call Dr. Biggs,
DR. L. M. JORDAN.
ltc
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c a package

before the war
a package
during the war

r?c

a package

MOW
THE FLñUOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

week.
Mrs.

B. F. Cogdill spent Sunday
with Mrs. E. V. Leach.
Mrs. M. A. Johnson and children
are enjpying a reunion this week
Her duughter, Mrs. Odie Youngblood
and husbund and children of Nuylor,
Texns, and her son, Robert, and fam
ily of Drumrite,
Oklu., ami her
daughter, Mrs. Lena Me Bee and
daughter of Altus, Oklu., are visiting
lit r, also her children who live here,
who are Mrs. Fannie Cogdill ami family, und Dallas, Cleveland and Willie
Johnston and their families, und Lon-niwho is yet ut home.
Sunday was a busy day nt New
Hope.
Rev. and Mrs. Crawford werepresent at Sunday school, anil after
the recital of the lesson, Rev. Crawford ditl some extra class organizing.
Then Robert Lowe discussed the
school question, after which the children were entertained.
Then Rev.
Crawford preached an interesting
sermon on the Lord's Supper, at the
close of which the Sacrament was administered.
An invitation to unite
with the M. E. Church was offered and
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Scott came in by

letter.

The Clovis Buick Company has purchased the brick building now occupied by the postoffice from Cash
being
Ramey, the
consideration
$9,000.

1

A Genuine War

arr- -

157

Junk Wanted!
am in the market for dry bones and
sacks and will pay the market price at all
I

times.

J. C. WHITE, Agent
Phone 449

Clovis, N. M.

PRETTY CLOSE
Patience You know he just cried
for joy. Why the tears were runnning
down his cheeks and mino.too.
Patrice Well, all I have to say is
you must have been pretty close to
him to have his tears run down your
cheeks.

PURCHASED BUILDING
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W. Lincecum

M.

AM) TRANSFER
I'llONE 07
Let us do your hauling and
moving $1.00 per loa! for small
wngon, $2.00 per loud for big
wagon. We do crating and can
also furnish storage. Boxes for
sale.
When you to to move don't for-r-

--

M

DRAYAGK

i

Wm. Ratzburg
Plastering and Stucco Work
Phone 299
Residence

Room 18 Pierce Hotel

1

us.

Souvenir
Auy Man, Woman, Boy or Girl may earn
and own this

Hand
Grenade
Bank
For information call at

The Citizens Bank
of Clovis
All you

v

a

Rod-ger-

TAX PROFITEERING

subsi-rlber-
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simple-hearte-
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have to do is buy War Saving Stamps

Brooms
Made In
Clovis
The Clovis Broom Factory ts
now making excellent brooms
which can be found on sale
with every first clnss grocerman
In Clovis. We do not retail our
brooms, but sell direct to the
Patronise home Inmerchant
by asking
for our
dustry
We are ln the market
brooms.
all along for a little self working broom ton,

The Ford Motor Company luivc instructed us to sell the fi'iiuinc Ford
Parts to any and every reliable (larajje
who will pledge their use in the repair
of Ford ears. The genuine Ford Farts
are absolutely necessary to the owner
of Ford ears that he may fjet full service from bis car. We carry Ihem and
so, we hope, in a short time will every
reliable (Jarabe. We solicit your service business because we have the Ford
Methods, the Ford Farts, the Ford
Mechanics and the Ford prices.
would be tflad to get your order
for one or more Ford cars.
Inci-dent- ly

--

O.

ML

Reese

HIGHWAY GARAGE
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ard, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stalcup, Jno.
0. Howard, Jr., Mary Emma Howard,
Madge Howard, Mrs. Carl Prior, S. L.
D. Spain, Mn. E. R. Cassel, Mrs. J.
W. Fisher, I. N. Jett.
YOUR

If you had a large sum of money to deposit, would you select a

conservative . or
Hankf'

.

over-- 1

ib cr

l

1
4

Conservative, of Course

0'

C

PUBLIC SALES

1

Put Up Every Pound of
Fruit You Can Get
This Summer

The public sales are turning out
exceptionally good now and we feel
thut they will all fall. We are fig
uring on having some of the bust ones
this fall we have ever hud. We are
ready to serve you ut any time and
will get you the very highest price
possible for your stulf.
TATE & RAMEY,
Auctioneers.

te

made by
this recipe:

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilcox ordered
plates laid for twenty-siof their
friends at the Harvey house In Clovis, Saturday night, where a banquet
was served, and before returning at
tended the show and dance.
x

The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, we stand
first.

Many a woman hesitates to try putting
up fruit at home.

Deliciouijamt,
Jellies and Pre-ser-

PORTALES FOLKS ENTER
TAIN AT CLOVIS

That's Us

191.

Ben Smith entertained Thursduy
night of this week, with a banquet at
the Harvey house in Clovis, the oc
fusion being in honor of Roy Smith
and Bailey Stewart, who have but recently returned from France. After
the banquet they departed for the
show.
All present report a good
time. Portales Journal.

'

She fears she will only waste expensive
materials.
It really is very simple. Just make your
preserving syrup with Karo (Red Label)
and t sugar instead of sugar alone.
You can then be as sure of your results
as the woman who always has "luck" with
'
her preserving.
Nice fine, clear Karo Syrup has a natural
affinity for the fruit juices. It blends the
sugar with the juice brings out the rich
' fruity" flavor, and insures firm jams and
jellies that never "candy" in the glass.
d
A
fruit pantry will give you
much pleasure this winter, when fresh fruits
are scarce and high, if you just use Karo
Syrup with your sugar.
well-fille-

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

For Cooking, Baking and Candy Making Karo
(Red Label) is used in millions of homes. In all
cooking and baking tecipes use Karo instead of
sugar. It is sweet, of delicate flavor, and brings
out the natural flavor of the food.

Clovis, New Mexico, Aug. 28, 1919.

Mrs. J. W. Welch
Teacher of Piano Twenty Years Experience
Modern Methods Taught Careful and 'Thorough
Training a Specialty.

For Information and Terms

call

at

T08 N.

Pile or

Phone No. 214.

WATER MELON FEAST
A water melon feast was given last
Sunday afternoon at the home of Mr.
l td Mrs. Andy Moore, southwest of
lovis.
The guests passed a moat
; l.'asunt
afternoon and a bountiful
bupply of delicious water melons were
served to the following guests: Mr.

The City Clerk of the City of Clovis, New Mexico, will receive proposals at his office at the City Hall in
said City until 8:30 p. m. of Sept. 4th,
all material,
1910, for furnishing
labor and equipment and doing the
following work:
25,000 square yards of paving;
7,000 linear feet of curb and gut-

FR

y when you bava
Preíerviní I
page Corn Products
t
the
Cook Book handy. Wonderful recipes easy to
follow. Beautiful illustrations. Writ us today
for it. It Is free.
t-i-l-,

CORN PRODUCTS

ter;

f. O. Bm Ut

500 linear feet headers;
6 Manhole covers adjusted.
Bids will be received on Standard
Vitrified Vertical Fiber Brick, and
Bitulithic Paving.
Specifications may be secured by
addressing the City engineer. Each
proposal must be accompanied by a
certified check of any bank in the
City' for $1,000. The City reserves
the right to reject any and all bids,
and waive all technicalities.
Roy McMillen, City Clerk.
ltcj
Oscar Dohbs, City Engineer.

sixty-eigh-

,

REFINING COMPANY
tkm Ynh Citt

Karo.
(red Label)
andvi sugar

Uoe

and Mrs, F. B. Payne, Ruth Payne,
Harry K. Shields, Mr. and Mrs. Jno.
L. Stevenson, J. H. Shepard, Mr. and
Mrs. G. II. Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dennis,
Kaythe Dennis, Roy Nichols, Mr. and
Mir. Kil Hoyd, Mrs. 1. N. Jett, Jumes
I.nwson, Paul and Fay Jett, Mr. and
The lucky man can afford to pose
Mrs. K. ('. (irissom, Mrs. John How as a disbeliever in luck.

perfect
jams jellies and
Mahes

preserves.

'&
j

Clovis Commercial College

I

'

(First published August 28, 1019.)
In the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of William S. Cavendcr, deceased. No. 259.
Notice ia hereby given that Eva M.
Cavender was appointed administratrix of the eatate of William S. Cavendcr, deceased, on the 23rd day of
August 1919, by the Probate Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, and that
ahe has duly qualified by taking the
oath of office and giving bond as required by law and all persona having
claims ugainat the estate of aaid decedent are required to preaent the
aame within the time prescribed by

KfHcicnt help in the office is needed at present, more
han ever before; and to supply such need we are appealing
to those who have a fairly good education, if not high
school or college training. The better your literary training the more eflicient office helper you will make. We
give preparatory work, however, for those who have not
had the high school advantages.
1

We teach boih the lhisiness and ornamental writing.
While yon are taking the other courses you get an hour'
each day in business penmanship, under an expert teacher.
This course alono is worth half the price of your scholarship.

Bookkeeping:
g
Our eourse in
consists of Hanking, Commercial Arithmetic, Commercial Law, Spelling, Business
Letter Writing, Etc.
Hook-keepin-

Our Rates:
g
scholarship in
or Stenography, $4".00
or the two courses combined $8().(H). We are going to give
with each comluned course tor a while, a course m Abstracting and Map making free.
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION (1IVKN TO ALL
Hook-keepin-

Write for Particulars or Call at Woodman Hall in
Building over Clovis News Office

Mc-Farli-

n

Clovis Commercial College
Clovis, New Mexico

M.

Come in anytime. Ask as many questions as you
but be sure to ask this one: "What is Willard
Battery Insurance?" Remind us to hand you
a copy of the booklet "Willard Service and You."

like,
90-da- y

AMAZON TIRES, CATES HALF SOLES
Specialty
Starter and Generator Troubles

CAVENDER,
Administratrix

OZARK TRAIL PLANS

Penmanship:

H. It. Bobbins

neglect or abuse.

Dated this 23rd day of August,
EVA

p. T. Bryan

a

start with your

To see that you are supplied promptly with
the best battery built.
To charge your battery if it need charge to test
it with the hydrometer to supply you with distilled
water to repair batteries that have suffered from

1919.

Typewriting is the artistic expression of the stenographer. Shorthand without typewriting is impractical. To
learn typewriting one must have the help of an experienced teacher; therefore we have an experienced teacher
at the head of the typewriting department.

m

To help you get the right
new car

law.

Typewriting:

A

Why We're Here

NOTICE

You can attend a first class COMMERCIAL
SCHOOL in your own home town. We are opening
m
a school now in Clovis and can give you every advantage in commercial work.

Taylor Tire & Battery Co.
Ill

Vital E
Koswell. X. M.. Aug 27.
problems of road building will be discussed by experts at the convention
of the Ozark Trails Association which
will be held in Roswcll, October 1,
2 and 3. This convention will be one
of business and one of general interest to every individual interested
in the building of permanent highways throughout this section of the
country.
Engineers and others capable of
speaking intelligently on the building
of roads will diacuas the various
phases of the problems. Some of the
Col. W.
lectures will be illustrated.
H. Harvey, president of the associa
tion, has been at work on the program
for weeks, and while it is not yet
complete expects to have a three day
meeting that will justify the attendance of every community booster.
There is daily increasing evidence
of general interest which is being
shown in the convention throughout
the southwest. Automobile caravans
are being arranged from practically
every one of the six states through
which the Ozark Trails passes. This
is the first time the convention has
ever buen held in New Mexico, and
while the attendance will be large,
Roawell is making arrangements for
the proper accommodation of every
viaitor.

CLOVIS, N. M.

South Main St.

Corn Binders for immediate
Delivery
Wagons in all Sizes
Van Brunt Drills
Disc Harrows

Skarda Hardware
SuwfSHors
A.

W. SKARDA

to

V.

Go,

Wlsmiller

J.

S. SKARDA
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LOCO AND PROHIBITION
POINT ENTERPRISE

was a singing at Mr.
Mr.
Wednesday night.
Welch had charge of the singing. A
large crowd attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Peterson and Claudia
Meador-oClovis called at Mr. J. I.
Meador's Thursday afternoon.
Miss Nora Meador attended church
at Clovis Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Hyman and Mr.
and Mrs. Lyslie Hyman have gone to
Tulia, having been called there on account of the serious illness of their
grandmother.
Some of the farmers are pulling
broom corn now.
A large crowd from here attended
the singing at Moyc Chapel Sunduy
night.
There was a sale at Mr. Cunmlinn's
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Struble are atMr.
tending a revival in Portales.
S'.ruM-- ' ii nr .isting in the meeting.
Miss
. .i
io und daughtchr,
ray, are hi Hereford this week.
A large crowd attended the sale at
Mr. Carnahan's last Tuesday.
Mi's, (race Shipmun is ut the home
of her mother, Mrs. Carmihan.
A SUBSTITUTE.
There

f

Monarch of the Independent Companies

Sensational

.

Developments
Texas

'rude lias

solidated with

1

lit

conAll-Te-

x

Loco weed hat been the cause of
considerable loss of livestock on the
ranges of the southwest. Since prohibition went into effect it has been
found that loco weed and raisins, in
certain proportions, fomented and
clarified, forms a drink that causes
one to love his mother-in-laor rob
his own hen roost. Now comes a report from Denver that a bug has been
discovered in eastern Colorado that
destroys loco weed and experiments
are being made in it propagation.
Thus another apparent oasis is turned
into a mirage. Fort Sumner Review.
For Rent 320 acres, 00 acres in
cultivation and 200 more can be
broke out. I would like to have this
put in wheat, and as much new
ground as that could be broke this
fall. Let me hear from someone.
This land lays just north of the old
Dannley well. Address Dr. C. L.
Dosch, Mayville, Mo. FOR SALE
I am the owner

consti-

tute the Texas Crude Oil
Refining

Company,

the strongest huy on the

market in Texas Oil
stocks.
share.

One

a

Stockholders of

Texas

the

dollar

Crude Oil

Company are requested
to send in their cert ideates for transfer share

for share. One two
lion
unites

dollar

mil-

company

with a million

and a half company, and
with the properties of

four other companies
cluded, offers a

in-

three-millio-

n

dollar company.
All the added assets go
in for the benefit of the
stockholders

1

want to

price.
1205 N. Shartell,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Noah was six hundred years old before he knew how to build an ark
from don't lost your grip.

tral Fast Paris and Huh

&

and 20,

sell it and will give terms to any responsible party. '.Vllte me your best

MOUNCE ITEMS

Ranger--

Union Cen-

companies will

7

C J. TUOHY,

these, together with the

Worth,

1

surburban home or two.

Oil Company and

)i'operties of the

of tract

in Fairview Park Addition, overlooking the city, there is about IS acres
in the two tracts, a fine place for a

with less

Mrs. Monday and husband
Colorado, are here visiting her brother, Mr. Waggner.
We are all glad to have Mr. Avy
Cox with us again.
He has been in
the U. S. service over in France for
several months. He says he never
wants to go back there again.
Robert Soden is ut home now. He
has been away on a trip.
Mrs. Rice and daughter I'uuline,
have been in Oklahoma for some time
but are back home now.
Miss Gennena Rice called on Miss
Helen Johnson Saturday.
Mr. Virgle Davis is going to teach
the Mounce school another year. We
all aro glad to have him teaching in
our community agnin.
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Johnson's little
son, J. C, has been on the sick list
this week, but is improving some now.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Johnson are
looking for their son, Walter, from
Cohlenz, Germany, where he has been
in the service for some time. They
are also looking for their dahghter,
Miss Minnie, who is in Arizona, where
she has been for several months vis
iting her sister, Mrs. Josie Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Gcndes gave their
duughter, Florence, a birthdny party
Saturday night, August 23. There
was a large crowd present and every
one reported a good time.
Mr. Bill Black returned to his
wheat field Sunday afternoon.
Miss Helen Johnson spent Sunday
night with Mrs. Bill Black.
Jake Martin, who lives at Melrose,
was visiting in this community Sun
day night and Monday.
MAMMA'S PET.

stock against them than
before. Production now.
You know how Texas
Crude paid dividends.
"Watch for bigger and

more frequent dividends
from the new Texas
Crude. Ruy now at one

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Two Section Ranch, 4 miles west
and 2 miles south of Grady, N. M.,
consisting of 480 acres patented
lard, one school section, 160 acres
leased.
This land is in one body,
fenced, with
house and out
buildings.
Price $5,000.00, terms.
Or will lease for long time at $350
a year. Write me.
H. C. BAILEY,
Canadian, Texas.

Wed. Sept. 10, 1919
On account of lobor conditions we have decided
to quit farming and have rented our farms and will on
above date sell without bybid or reserve everything on
the farm 4 miles east and 4 miles north cf Clovis; 4
miles west and 4 miles north of Texico; 3 miles west
and 3 miles south of Pleasant Hill.
Sale Starts promptly at 10 o'clock. This is a big sale and must start
on time. Property to be sold as follows, towit:

80 CATTLE 20 HORSES 7 MULES
80 HOGS 1JACK IMPLEMENTS
HORSES
(rey mare; ó yrs. old; wt. l:',(H)
lbs; (in foal to our line .lack.)
One (rey mare; 8 yrs. did; wt. 11(H)
lbs. (in foal by .Jack.)
One Ray mare; 7 yrs. old; wt. 11(A) lbs.
(in foal by Jack.)
One Hay mare; 5 yrs. old; wt. 1100 lbs.
(in foal by .Jack.)
One Sorrel mare; !) yrs. old; wt 1000
llis. (colt by side, out of large coach
horse and mare in foal by .lack.)
One Sorrel mare; !) yrs. old; wt. IODO
lbs. (in foal by .Jack.)
One Hi'own mare; S yrs. old; wt. 1000
lbs. (Fine mule colt by side and
mare in foal by lack.)
One Hrown marc; :'. yrs. old; wt !W0
lbs. (in foal by .lack.)
One Hay mare; H yrs. old; wt.JHM) lbs.
(In foal by Jack.)
One Hay mare; 10 yrs. old; wt. 1000

One

h.
ii ti'i

Quality
Plus
Accuracy
is our watchword.

You

can accept, on our word
of honor, the assurance
that these two important elements are included in every prescription
we fill. In addition nothing but the purest drugs
are used. If you value
these things and wish
the added service of
promptness, bring your
prescriptions to us.

Southwestern

Drug Co
The Rexall Store

lbs. (In foal by Jack.)
One HIack marc'; 11 yrs. old; wt. 1000
lbs. (In foal by Jack.)
One (rey (illey; 2 yrs. old, (out of
Grady Coin pan v Stallion; extra
tine.)
Two match black Geldings; 2 yrs old,

past. (Out of large Company Stallion, nothing liner in New Mexico.)
One Wack mare mule; I! yrs. old; HMo
hands high.
One mare mule; 2 yrs. old.
One horse mule; 2 yrs. old.
Four yearling mules.
One Sorrel Gelding; 4 vrs. old; wt

Phone

58-7- 1

.

GcneraJ Agents
(10 Main St.

. e.n.

Fort Worth, Texas

Beat The New
Wells In

About 10 sows; heavy with pig; some
extra good; sonic just fair.
About lo head barrows; wt. from 200
lhs. to 225 lbs.
(iO head of pigs and sboats running
from 10 lbs. to 100 lbs. each.
One full blood boar.
One grade boar.

IMPLEMENTS
One almost new

Weber wagon;
extra side boards.
One low steel wheel wagon.
One three-inc- h
lumber wagon.
One spring wagon.
One single buggy.
One
broadcast McCormick
binder.
One Moline How binder.
One Hock Island one-rolister.
One two-roP. & O. lister.
g
One twelve-inc- h
Rock Isplow,
land
with breaker attachments.
One Sanders
horse plow.
One Osborne Disc Harrow.
One Roderick Tandum Disc.
Two Hock Island
Monitors, or
weed cutters; equipped with both
discs and knives.
I!' i

ot

w

w

two-gan-

extra good

two-ro-

Individuality, Style and
Price are the Features of our

Hats.
Don't forget to try our
toilet goods; Ihe best Ihat is
made.
Swartz building,
Main Street.

South

Miss Lucy Turner

w

wheel culti-

vator.

Jlerll.

CATTLE

Toxas Crudo

Company

HOGS

One

Huvis, N. M.

MILLINERYI
Petroleum Securities

come look them over and see if you
can beat them.

sc

1100 lhs.
One Hay horse; ó yrs. old; wt. 1 KM)
lhs. (both line work horses.)
One large .lack.
Fine individual.
Good enough to head anybody's

has it.

Oil Company

US.

Two Ihree-sec- t
ion steel harrows.
One Hock Island feed grinder.
One walking plow.
One Rock Island
llcider tractor
One
Sanders Tractor Flow.
One Fanning Mill.
h
One
IVoria Wheat
Drill.
12-2-

If the toothache doesn't worry a
man it's because some other fellow

dollar.

PERMS

Five registered Durham Cows; of
finest. milk strain; papers furnished
One registered Durham Hull; 4 yrs.
old, and a fine one. Papers furnished and read day of sale.
old DurSt. Valentine. A
ham Hull; one of the linest in New
Mexico; perfect color and shape.
old Durham
Victory. A
bull calf; good color and shape.
One lied Durham heifer calf.
Five head of mixed Durham and Jersey iiiilk cows, all good ones.
Thirty head of choice, almost full
blood while face cows; from 3 to 5
years, and we think they are hard

to beat.
Three line young heifers.
Thirty-liv- e
head of Spring calves;

0

six-inc-

22-ho- le

HARNESS
Three sets of leather harness.
One set chain harness,
(uite a number of extra collars and
halters.
One Frazicr saddle; extra good.
One old saddle.

CHICKENS
About four or five dozen of White
and Drown Leghorn Chickens; extra line.

From sixty days to 12 months time on approved notes bearing
10 per cent interest on amounts over ten dollars, or five per
cent discount for cash.

TERMS'

DENNIS BROS. Owners
Ramey, Tate and Raybourn, Auctioneers
-

""
-

"
-- -

THg CLOVIS NEW?

VULCANIZING
We can save you 75 per cent of your tiro value. The .
greater part of tjro value is in the carcass, yet many
tires arc discarded because the tread is worn out.
with a IÍETJIE AD we make your worn tires practically as good as when you bought them. After we put
on a retread you cannot tell the old tire from the new,
except the bead, the retread is built like a new tire,
outside of the bead.
Do not throw away your tires because you have
cut them r blown them out. We can put
class shape at a very small cost considfirst
them in
ering the milage you will get after having them repaired.
You are entitled to more than mere exchange of
tires for your money from your dealer. When you
need a new tire you can get' it here at any time. If
want the benefit of our experience, well, put a
ACINE COUNTRY ROAD TIRE on your car. It's
got the stuff in it to give you milage and service. We
know what Hacine tires are made of and what they
have done here on your roads.
Let one Hacino prove it to you. They are all alike
not accidently good but made good always. Come
in or telephone us for service. We will be right there.

SLOAN & THOMAS
TIRE and VULCANIZING CO.
Phone 53

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone 23.

Clovis. New Mexico

THURSDAY, AUCUST 88,

Constitutional Amendments
,
Purauant to H. B. No. 405, being1'
Chapter 138, Laws 1919 The follow-in- g
amendments to the Constitution'
of the State of Ne Mexico will be
submitted to the qualified voters at
the Special Election to be held September 16, 1919.
MANUEL MARTINEZ,
Secretary of State.
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION
NO. 30
Proposing Iht Amendment of Section
8, of Article IX of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico, En.
titled "Stale, County and Municipal Indebtadneta."
Be It Enacted By The Legislature Of
The State of New Mexico:
Section 1. Thut it is hereby pro- -'
posed to amend Section 8 of Article
IX of the State Constitution so as
to read as follows:
"Sec. 8. No debt other than those
specified in the proceeding section
shall be contracted by or on behalf
of this state, unless authorized by
law for some specified work or object:
which law shall provide for an annual
tax levy sufficient to pay the interest
and to provide a sinking fund to pay
the principal of such debt within fifty years from the time of the contracting thereof. No such law shall
take effect until it shall have been
submitted to the Qualified electora of.
tne state and have received a majority of all the votes cast thereon at a
general election; such law ahull be
published in full in at least one news-- 1
paper in ench county of the state, if
one be published therein, once each
week for four successive weeks next
preceding such election. No debt shall
be so created if the total indebtedness'
of the state, exclusive of the debts of
the territory, and the several counties
thereof, assumed by the state, would
mereoy De maae to exceed one per
centum of the assessed valuation of
all the property subject to taxation
in the state as shown by the preceding
general assessment. The legislature
may. however, in order to provide
funds for construction and maintenance of public highways and bridges
enact laws authorizing the issue of
bonds, debentures or certificates of
indebtedness, payable at such timet
as the legislature shall determine out
of tax levies, receipt from motor vehicle licenses, or other licenses or revenues, without submitting such laws
to the qualified electors of the State,
and not withstanding that the indebtedness to created may temporarily increase the total indebtedness of the
State to an amount exceeding the
foregoing limitation: Provided, that
bonds issued for such purposes pay- -'
able from ad valorem taxes levied'
upon tangible property shall not at!
any time exceed the sum of two million dollars ($2,000,000) except toj
meet allotments of Federal Funds!
made to the State to aid in construe- .!
tion and improvement of roads."
For the Amendment

Por la Enmienda

1I9.
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You Can Begin Earne
ing That
Savings Bank
Now
Hand-Grenad-

)

Boys and Girls may obtain one of
these War Relics by earning and saving
money and buying at least one War
Savings Stamp.

Adults may obtain one of these Souvenirs by saving and buying three or
more War Savings Stamps.

(5)

.

.

...

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS ALREADY BOUGHT WILL NOT BE
TOWARD
COUNTED
GETTING
ONLY THOSE
THE GRENADE
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS BOUGHT
FROM NOW ON.

,.

m

Those Uiiimie "WEAPONS OF PEACE" Will
for Distribution. Those Who Earn
Them FIRST Will Oct Them. THE NUMBER IS
LIMITED. For Information call at
Soon be Ready

First National
Bank
Clovis New Mexico
.

...

.,

-

Capital $100,000.00

l

Against the Amendment

issa

MONUMENTS

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

206

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Ready
To Serve You!

Contra de la Enmienda
SENATE

COMMITTEE

SUBSTI-TUT-

E

FOR SENATE JOINT
RESOLUTION NO. S.

A Joint Resolution Providing For
An Amendment to the Conciliation
Of the State of New Mexico by
Adding Thereto Another Section to
Article VII, the Sam to be Numbered Section 6.
Be It Resolved By The Legislature
Of The State Of New Mexico:
Section 1.
That the following'
10
luMcmiineiii
me i onsutution or
the State, as an additional section
of Article VII, be, and it hereby is,
proposed to be submitted
to the
electors of the State, at an election
to be held on the Tuesday next after
the first Monday in November, 1920.
"Section 6. Citizens of the State,
absent from their places of legal residence, in the military or naval service of the United States or of this
State, and being otherwise qualified
electors, may be allowed to vote at
any election for all state officers,
presidential electors, representatives
in Congress and United States Senators, and upon constitutional amendments, under such regulations and
limitations as may be prescribed by
law."
For the Amendment

Por

la Enmienda

Againit the Amendment

We have plenty of money to take care of all
good farm loans and can give you the same quick
service that has made our company popular with
the public.

Write or call on us when you need money.

UNION MORTGAGE
CO
MAIN STREET

M
.

PA

N Y
CLOVIS, N. M.

Contra de la Enminnda
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION
A

NO. 8.

Senate Joint Resolution Proposing The Amendment of Section 3
of Article XIV, and Section 13 of
Article XII of the Constitution of
the State of New Mexico Relative
to Educational and Publie Institu-

tion.

Be It Resolved By the Legislature
Of The State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That Section 3 of Arti- ele XIV of the Constitution of the
State of New Mexico be amended ao
that said section shall read as follows:
"Section 3. There s herebv creat- ed a Board of Control consisting of
four (4) members to be appointed
bv the Governor, each for a term
of two years and at a aalnrv of
$3,000.00 per annum, and not more
than two of whom shall belone to the
same political nartv at the time nf
their appointment.
Such Board of
Control shall have the management
and control of all State educational
institutions enumerated in Section 1 1
of Article XII of the Constitution anil
of all state institutions enumerated in
Section 1 of Article XIV of this Constitution and of all State, educationul,
ciiiiruiuiie, penal or reformatory institutions (other than the public
schools) heretofore or hereafter established. This provision shall become
effective on and after the lit Hv nf
January, 1921, The Legislature shall
prescribe the powers and duties of
tuch Board of Control and until such
provision it made tuch Board of Control shall have, with respect to each
of said .iniiitjüipns, ln powers and

duties now vested in the Board of
Regents or Boards of said institu- tions."
Sec. 2. That Section 13 of Article
XII of the Constitution of the State
of New Mexico be amended so that
said section shall read as follows:
"Section 13. On and after the 1st
day of January, 1921, the said State
Educational Institutions shall be controlled and managed by the Board of
Control created by Section 3 of Article XIV of this Constitution."
For the Amendment
Por a Enmienda
Against the Amendment
Contra de la Enmienda

(First published August

7, 1919.)

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico.
Myrtle Leach, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1508
Jess Leach, Defendant.
To the above named defendant Jess
Leach :
You will hereby take notice that a
suit hus been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico, in which
Myrtle Leach, is pluintiff, and you
the said Jess Leach, are defendant,
said suit being numbered 1508 on the
Ciil Docket of said Court, and that
Rowella and Reese, whose business
address and postoffice address is Clovis, New Mexico, arq the attorneys
for the plaintiff in said suit.
You will further take notice that
the general objects of said action are
as follows,
To obtain by
plaintiff an absolute decree of divorce from the defendant Jest Leach,
and that the plaintiff be given the
care and custody of Orlena Leach and
Ha Leach and that plaintiff be granted all the rights and privileges of a
tingle and unmarried person.
You will further take notice that
unless you appear, answer or otherwise plead In taid cause and suit on
or before the 2nd day of October,
1919, that the allegations set forth
in said plaintiff's complaint will be
taken as true and confessed and that
tho plaintiff will apply to the Court
for, and will take judgment by default against you, and will apply to
the Court for the relief as prayed for
in tho complaint filed herein.
Witnest my hand and the seal of
said Court thit the 7th day of August,
A. D. 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
of the
County Clerk and
District Court of Curry County, State
of New Mexico.
t:

DO IT NOW!

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 269

VWWWWWWWVWI

Let Us Fill That
Coal Bin With
Good Old

ROCKVALE
Lump Coal

DE. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
building on comer north of Fire
Station and east of Lyceum
"
theatre.
Office phone 3S3. Residence 390.
Clovis, New Mexico.

'

THOMAS W. JONES

Kemp Lumber

Veterinarian.
Otero Street.
Clofls. N.

200 West
t'lione 45.

k

Company
Service - Quality

Saticfaction
J. FOSTER SCOTT, Jr., MD.
mVSICUN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Note
and Throat
Office Over Sunshine 8hop.
Office Phone 48 ;
Res. Phone 18

Try

'

This
On Your
Eczema

DR. C O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR

If you are afflicted with

113 South Mala St.
PHONE 101

Salt Rheum, Tetter, dry
Eczema Acne or Pimples, buy a jar of that
sweet,

odorless

oint-

ment Dry Zenzal. For
the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment
is the soothing, healing
Moist Zenzal, 75c the
jar.

Mears Pharmacy
Of Course

dr.

l. McClelland

I

PILLS
CHICHESTER SRBANn,
A
v

A4UL

lb
Subscribe for The News,

c.

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

V
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WOMEN,

JACKMAN

It's all right to let them haver a
in a while, but don't make the leash,

hold on to your husbands.

bit of freedom

once

191.

lllb biUKb IllbY

too long.

1

ALK. A13UU1

New Fall Suits
For Ladies
11

'r

This week's express brought us more new Autumn
Suits. The styles are lovely. The new long jacket is very
much in evidence; then comes the new trimmings, embroidery, fur, silk braids, fur fabrics and buttons. We are
now showing suits of serge, wool poplins, tricot ine, tinsel-tonsilvertone and broadcloths.
e,

Beginning at $25, $35, $39.50, $45, to $75

CONSTANCE
T ALM ADGE

New Autumn Presses
Our racks are being tilled with new Autumn dresses in
all the new styles and fabrics. Dresses for all occasions
in any style that's good; a few of the style trend:', we are
showing are the blouse effect dress, the suit dress, the Silhouette and the fitted dress in our stock dresses for the
slender, the medium and the stout ligurc.
Our showing of dresses surpasses any showing we have
ever made before so early in the season, and many of them
have been sold before we could announce their arrival.
Come in and look them over.

IN

"Happiness a la Mode"
A Breezy, Rollicking Story of the Complications,
lusionments and Ultimate Satisfaction of

Disil

at $17.50, $20, $22.50, $25, $29.50, $35 to $45

Married Life.

dresses in Satins, Serges, Tricot incs and Tricolettes.

Young married couples seem to have more trouble being
happy than all the other people in the world. It is they
who discovered "Happiness a la Mode," and found it a
lizzie.

"i J?5v

"

-

58 Inch Silvertone

She thought the surest way to he happy was to give him
all the freedom he wanted. That made him think she was
indifferent and the result was trouble, more trouble, "a lot
of trouble."
You'll get more enjoyment from this story than yon
could possibly imagine. Come down uijd see it.

for the making of Skirts, Coats and Dresses. This popular
fabric is much wanted this season because of the finish,
aside from being a very pretty and durable fabric. It is
desired for custonies of all kinds where soft tones of color
is wanted. Full 58 inches wide and all wool. Conies in
Navy ,.lirown and Pckin.
, - ,

ALSO SHOWING

Per Yard $5.95

T'Jo Reel Mack Sennett Comedy
"TREATING 'EM ROUGH"
and a Mutt and Jeff Cartoon Comedy

Auto painting.

Bert

Curie.

2M.

AT THE

Phone
tf.

Mrs. A. B. Hubbard returned home
lust week from a visit ut Amurillo.

KYTi

Housekeeping
rooms for
George V. Cornell, phone 335.

rent,

Genuine Peering and McCormick
Corn Binders and Repairs.

is

visiting;

Rev. Redmon is conducting a

at Ranchvale this week.

1

Misses Pearl Hubbard and Maurine
Evans have returned from a visit at
Amarillo and Vernon, Texas,

Queensware and Kitchen supplies.

EE?

Miss
Julia Perkins
at Topeka, Kansas.

Geo.

P.

Baxter, president

of the

Visitors to the Tucumcari

Round

First National Bank at Melrose, was Up last week say thut the town was
Mrs. J. W. Snyder and daughter a Clovii visitor Tuesday of this week. full to overflowing with visitors. From
of Wichita, Kansas, arc here visiting
I
all reports "they took the bridle off"
We sell better pianos for les for the week and let things run wide
at the home of her brother, Santa Fe
money. Expert tuning, repairing and open. Visitors say there was much
Agent, W. H. Bowman.

SATUKDAV NIGHT
AUGUST 30th

TRY TO GET

action regulating done on short no- open gambling going on.
I am prepared to make most any tice. Phone 22. D. N. Croft.
Dr. H. R.
examination except
We have a complete stock of
Gibson.
Leslie Gunn, who has been at El
and McCormick Binder.
Paso for the past several wet ks workA. L. Phillips of Bellview was in ing has returned to Clovis and will
in town the first of the week attend- attend Clovis hinh school this year.
ing a meeting of the Board of
Me wil he one of the seniors.
Wanted to Buy

iture and stoves.
Oil Placer locution
at News Office.

PERSONAL MENTION
ID
Auto painting.

Pbone

Pert Curleia.

Auto painting.

tf 251

2M

Bert Curies. Pbont
3 tf

C. A. Hatch transacted legal
in Farwell last Saturday.

Glassware and Queensware,

Sheriff Gregg of Portales was a
Pleasant Hill was a
Clovis visitor last Friday.
Clovis visitor Saturday.
I. L. Cone of

Twine, Oil and Harvest Supplies,

niii.ii

Mi"

urn

Joe Goebel has returned to

T
Clovis

from Newton, Kansas, where he has
been for several weeks.
Oil leases: Few choice leases in
JSndec, Ranna and Glenrio district.
J. D. Love, Endec, N. M.

Call

203.

R,

M.

Bishop.
Doc Howard, the negro who wan
injured in the shooting scrape a few
weeks ago, is recovering and will
soon be well.

J. H. Shcpard and son, Hallum, left
the first of the week for Mineral
Wells, Texas, where Mr. Shcpard's
family wdl spend the winter.

The Fruit and Produce Exchange
Bamctt and
is a new firm that has opened for
daughter, Velma, who live at Co.
of women. Dr. H. R. Gibson. 731tfs Ranchva e, have just returned from buainess in the old Model Steam
Laundry Building on Mitchell Street.
a visit at their old home in Missouri.
Joe Hewitt, assistant cashier at the
A. H. Morrison of Pluinview, Texas
First National Bank, returned last
Osteopaths use antiseptics and
Saturday from a visit to Texas.
recently moved to Clovis.
has
He
anesthetics in confinement cases mid
purchased some lots on North
any other means that is necessary, tf ha
For Sule Lot 6, blk. 62, original
Main Street and will build a home
town site of Clovib, New Mexico.
there.
Philip
Marvin
and
the
Arnold left
Price $500.00 cash. C. H. McDonald,
Murvin
in Kentuckyk.
lias been
Caddo, Texas.
We have in stock today complete
in Kentucky. Marvin has been workline of McCormick and Deering Corn
&
Lindley at the HighDo not wait for your Binders, ing or Jones
Binder and Repairs.
Twine and Repairs. They will be way Garage.

I treat all diseases and disorders

Miss Claudine Secrest and Miss hard to get late in the season.
Ellie Secrest of Houston, Texas, are
here for a visit with their brother,
Court Reporter, H. A. Secrest.

C. P. Kuykendall spent a day or
The Lucas home on North Sheldon
two In Tucumcari last week. He says
there waa an exceptionally large Street is nearing completion and will
at that place soon be ready for occupancy.
crowd at the Round-U- p
, .
week.
Jaat
Mrs. R. E. Rowells and Mrs. Rose
Slaughter Murry if planning a trip and little daughter spent two or three
jU fcto old boma I" TXM next weel1. days visiting in Portales this week.
--

I'.lanUs for sale

Secondhand furn

Mommento!
Are you in the market for a

mon-ument- ?-

Mr. and Mrs. D. I.

Mr. Farmov, you are likely to be
planning to have a public sale this
fall. If so, let the News print your
sale bills. We will give ynu prompt
B. L. Hawk was in town from
service.
tf Grady Tuesday. Mr. Hawk obght to
have a pretty good crop this year for
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Westerfield this i the" first time he ha been to
went to Canyon, Texas, last week, town in several months and must have
where they visited at the home of J. been staying pretty close on the job.
R. Ballsy. Dr. Westerfield and Mr. I He say the wheat like a lot of being
Bailey were old friends in Kentucky threshed out his way and that the row
crop are immense.
before they moved to this section.

If so

look over my designs and

get my prices before buying.
I will save you the middleman's

commission.

CD.Fitts
P, O.Boxlil,TexicofN.M.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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How To Take the H. C. L. Out of
Clothes Buying for Fall

o

mm,

í7

IT
are higher priced; all of
CLOTHES had. The poor ones cost about
the same as the good ones not much
difference any more.

Jffi't

'7M CONSTANCE TALMADGEÍ4

i

íM

.'HV, HAPP INESS A LA MODE

A breezy, rollicking story

of the
complications, dibillusionments and
ultimate satisfaction of married life.
Why, whtn she loved her husband,
did she consent to give him the divorce he asked for? She knew he
loved her í 'jo but that he hud tcmpor- avilly forgotten it. But she was a

Here's some good advice; take it from us;
don't try to "beat the game,"and pay the lowest price; you'll get poor quality; the clothes
wont last and your "High Cost of Clothing"
will go up several notches.
Hera's the right way; get good quality; pay
for it; the wear and service you get saves for
you and redness the H.C.L.

'I'Jí

EWISJSELZNICK

foxy little woman and she knew what
she was do in it. If you want to get a
great big evening', entertainment,
see Constance Talmadge in "Happiness a la Mode." At the Lyceum
Theatre, Saturday night, August KOth.
Also showing a two reel Mack
tt
Comedy.
Sen-ne-

Our Well s

.

Going .Down
.

We are Now Drilling at about
200 feet in the Kenna Field
The Great Western was organized for the purpose of
drilling and producing oil in the State of New Mexico. The
way to make fortunes in oil is to drill for oil, and the only
way to get oil and big fortunes in oil, is to STRIKE oil.

Our Vast Holdings
Witli ftur hid- lilofk of iioarlv 40.000 acres at Kenna. N.
M., and with our large tract of f,00() acres on the structure
at Taiban, N. M., together with recently acquired block of
10 acres m the A on invest extension or uie great jíurmnir- nctt Pool, where big wells arc coming in almost uauy, xnia
should put the Great Western in the class of Big Dividend
paying companies.
'1TZli
' You
can help us drill this deep test well, and you can
Ji.ni'A in thn nrnfits pitlwr hv Vulvitis lpnsfi tracts near the
drilling or by buying shares, which still are selling at the
par value ot fl.UU eacli.
wl
-

Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes do it;
they're made to give wear; your money's
worth; satisfaction or your money back.

-

MANDELL'
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Dr. Jones, V. S., of Clovis does not handle our Vaccine, nor represent us in any capacity.

Hlackleg
There is only one (leimine O. M. Franklin
Vaecine).
Aggrcssin (commonly called
to have
ltcwnrc of Initiations. You cannot afford
animals.
nnvone experiment on your
If you have failed with iniitiations of the Genuine
product, you have only yourself to.blame.
Black-le- c
Accurate use of the (lenume 0. M. Franklin
Vaccine positively protects against Blackleg.
and Gen-uinHe absolutely safe by using the Origina
Blackleg
bcrum
manufactured by the Kansas
of
Jr. O. M.
Company, under the direct supervision
Franklin, the originator.
on.
Livestock is worth too much to experiment
from
animal
every
saving
There is urgent need for
unnecessary loss.

Seal

Bottle

The Kansas Blackleg Serum Co.
Texas
Amarillo, Texas; Denver, Colorado; El Pnso,
Pheonix,
Missouri;
City,
Ft Worth, Texas; Kansas
a
Pierre, South Dakota; Oklahoma City,
Cali
Salt Lake City, Utah; Santa Mana,
fornia; Wichita, Aansas.
Ok-laE-

1

c'

,ot Prtatlnf at tb.

News Offlc

Tbon. No. 97 for Job printing.

Or Perhaps You Would Rather Own Leases
If so LISTEN. We do not hesitate to say that we hare

one ot the bv

rj

J.

e,

on Every

Now is the tune to get in with the Great Westenjr.,
Throngs of buyers are passing compliments on the possit
bilitics of great returns from an investment in this oh
pany. Let this be a tip for you I Send in NOW, TODAY
the share coupon filled out for all that you can invest, and
watch the BIG BIT, BITE its way down to the liquid.
treasure , and then share in the profits.

hve acre lease prepositions t'u't a man ea
buy in the next great oil holds in ,": M.'.k?. You c;
secure hve, ten, twenty or more acres from a 'distance o'
E. S. McLain, general manager of mile and
a half up to within six hundred yurds of the sq
Mrs. A. 13. Austin and little ion are
the Railways Ice Company, and J. W.
are visiting in Oklahoma.
low
prices,
at
but they aie commencing to advance in j1
Inghram, traveling chief engineer of
the company with headquarters at now that drilling operations have begun.
rA
District Highway Superintendent
Write for plat of acreage, or call at our office in C
Newton, Karoias, were in Clovis the
D. W. Jones returned Wednesday
past week looking after the company's At the old Gurley Broom Corn office.
morning from a business trip to Santa
business here.
Send in at once applications for shares at one dollar par
Rosa.
Miss Mildred Whiting returned the value (no stockholders' liability), ask anyone about us,
Miss Beatrice Fry returned last
latter part of last week from trip they all know us, we are just home people developing
week from Los Angeles, Calif., wsere
to Kansas City. Her brother, Clar- home oil fields. Join us now before it is too la ?
she has been visiting; at the home ef
ence Whiting, who went with her on
LOCAL MENTION

Do Not Be Deceived

This

A. C. Pace, who lives southwest of
Clovis, was in town Saturday." Mr.
Pace says he has the best crop he hus
ever had since living in this section.

We Are a New Mexico Company

A. Latta.

A dance will be given

at the Elks

Home next Tuesday nitfht for the visiting attorneys who will be here for
the State Bar Association which
meets in Clovis on Tuesday and
Wednesday the 2nd and 3rd.

the trip remained there to take a
course in
mechanical school.
Car Drivers Take Notice Take s
spin to Portales and buy your strawberries, tomatoes, cantaloupes, water
melons, fruit and all kinds of vegetables fresh from the vine, from Allen
mile southeast of the
Sandts,
depot.

Application Blank

urcat

w

for which
The Church of God is conducting
a revival meeting in a tabernacle
Miares
that has been erected on the varunt , Mrs.
W. S. Cavender
and little the Great
lots just west of the News office.
daughter arrived here recently and
Services are being held each
will make her home with her father, in ame
A. C. Pace, who lives southwest of
Clovis. Mr. Cavender, who was well
Miss Fannie Bovle left Saturday
Town and
Jcnown in Clovis, having formesly
for Amarillo to spend a few days
lived here, died at Hot Springs, Ark.,
going to Canyon to attend teach
Street1
on the 28th of July.
ers' institute.
Miss Boyle will be
one of the teachers In the Farwell
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Works, Mr and
school this year.
Mrs. Bliss Hendricks and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steel and George
Attorney Parson of Fort Sumner Hendricks, all of Haxtum, Colo., are
spent several days in Clovis last week here this week the guests of F. A.
on legal business. Mr. Parson is in Dillner, who lives in the Liebelt Adcharge of the collection of delin- dition. These people are looking over
quent taxes for the three counties in Curry County with a view of locating
the north part of this district
and are delighted with this section.
3-- 4
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please send me a eertificatAt"tT- vV.'
per share, tullv paid-affraViifyftbhi tf,
.Western Oil & l.eiiiiing
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PAVING PROTEST .NOTICE

AVe

n

predicted last spring that building

material would stay high and many took advantage and built homes. This is equally true now
and the man who plans his home this fall will not
regret it.
Mr.

Farmer, this is a fine time to build that

ad-

dition to your home you have been planning. We
have a big stock of building material on hand
and are ready to serve you.

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costa

No More To Build

It Right"

Clovis, N. M.

Phone 15

YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

i

ment by curbing, grading and paving
all that portion of Main Street in
aid city between the south line of
Munroe Avenue and its intersection
with the north line of the right-o- f
way of the Atchison, Topeka & Santu
Fe Railway Company, and that portion of Grand Avenue in said city
between its intersection with the east
line of Gidding Street and the west
line of Connelly Street, and that por
tion of Munroe Avenue between its
intersection with the east line of Pile
Street and the west line of Mitchell
Street, including all street and alley
intersections within said delncd lim
its. That said street and alleys and
their intersections will be paved with
either Standard Vitrilled Fiber Brick
or Bitulithic paving. The total esti
mated cost and expense of said improvement, should Standard Vitrified
Fiber Brick be used, is $89,000.00,
and the total estimated cost and ex
pense of said improvement should
Bitulithic paving is used is $85,000.- 00, said amounts being the estimated cost and expense to the abutting property owners within said limits for said improvements.
That said improvement shall be between the intersection of the south
line of Munroe Avenue on said Main
Street and the intersection of said
Main Street with the north line of
of the Atchison, To
the
peka & Santa Fe Railway Company,
including all street and alley inter
sections and between the curb lines
on said Main Street within said lim
its; between the curb lines on said
Munroe Avenue between the inter
section with the east line of Pile
Street and the west line of Mitchell
Street, and between the curb lines on
said Grand Avenue between its in
tersection with the east line of Gid
ding Street and the intersection with
the west line of Connelly Street, and
including all street and alley intersections and connections.
That your property abutting upon
saiil street proposed to be so improved and within said paving district and the estimated cost and expense to be assessed against your
property is as follows:

Merritt, deceased. Mrs. Daisy Con-- j
nor, formerly Mrs. Daisy Merritt,
guardian of the Minor Heirs of Frank
Merritt, deceased. Dorothy Merritt
and Dean Merritt, Minor Heirs of
Frank Merritt, deceased; Joe C. McClelland;
Walter Howell; Carl ('.
Smith, Paul Smith, Elizabeth Smith,
Kate Smith and T. E. Smith, Heirs of
I. P. Smith, deceased; I. C. and A. W.
Johnson; H. R. Gibson; Kemp Lum- ber Company; C F. Hardwick; W. I'.
Dawson; J. V. Rice, Mrs. T. B.
Skeen; C. Jackson; J. W. Stewart; 0.
M. and D. N. Croft; Cash Ramey; K.I
!W. Menrs; The First National Bank;,
Doru Kice; Cash Kamey and J. W.
Wilkinson; S. J. Boykin; Cash Ramey
J. VV. Wilkinson and Joe C. CcClel-land- ;
J. M. Love; W. A. Moore; G. W.
Johnson; J. C. Hyatt; Geraldinc A.
Ward; C. E. Lukins; First Baptist
Church, A. W. Johnson, Chairman,
Lester Stone, A. W. Hockenhull, A.
S. Veazey, J. V. Forman and W. II.
Harris, Trustees; E. T. Jernigan; J.
B. Westerfield; T. J. Gordon; Eva M.
Cavender; L. C. Cox; Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Company; The Clovia National Bank;
Mary Lyons; A. E. Curren; Philo
E. E. Addington; D. N. Croft;
Zella M. McFarlin; Harry Highfill and
L. H. Sanders; Chas. E. Dennis and
W. A. Maupin; S. H. Blockson; F S.
Burns; G. W. Singleton; R. A.
Adams; M. Bryant; John R. Cook; E.
A. Schweining; E.' E. Graves; Jeremiah Moriarty; G. W. Pucket; A. J.
Rodes; City Drug Company; W. A.
Archer; E. B. Leepy; Lela Kendall
and Nannie E. Kendall; J. W. Stewart; Ida B. Osborne and Mollie P.
Wright; John F. Taylor; C. 0.
Joe Lehrer; Clyn Smith; L.
E. Shaw; W. W. Gibson; Mugh Cof-fy- ;
W. F. Swartz; F. Divers; Miss
Belle Bennett; Henry G. Coors, Jr.;
W. F. Byless; Southwestern Savings,
Builbind and Loan Association; W. H.
Fuqua; J. W. Wilkinson and F. Divers; J A. LaShier, Cha.1. H. Reich-ar- t
and W. I. Luikart, Trustees Clovis Lodge No. 40, A. F. & A. M.; L.
C. Copien; R. C. Heid;
First Savings Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico; Mrs. Ida Hunter; E. F. Reynolds;
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17..35-OT- ..
John H. Barry
17..30-OT.- .
Nettie M. Klein
18..36-OT.- .
City of Clovis
: 6..37-OT.- .
Lone Star Lbr. Co
All the Heirs at Law of Sam Holland de- 1..48-OT- ceased
Cash Ramey, J. W. Wilkinson and C. E.
1. 2, 3, 4 & 5..
Dennis
Mrs. Daisy Conner, formerly Mrs. D aisy
Merritt, administratrix of the estate of
Frank Merritt, deceased. Mrs. Daisy
Conner, formerly Mrs. Daisy Merritt,
.
of the minor heirs of Frank
fuardian deceased.
Dorothy Merritt and
Dean Merritt. minor heirs of Frank
. 6..
Merritt, deceased
Joe C. McClelland
6 and 7..
5.
Walter Howell
Carl C. Smith, Pabl Smith, Elizabeth
K.
Smith.
Smith. Kate Smith and T.
4.
Heirs of I. P. Smith, deceased
3- I. C. and A. W. Johnson
1 and 2.
H. It. Gibson
..12- Kemp Lumber Company
7 and 8.
C. F. Hardwick
W. f. Dawson
9.
r
10.
J. V. hire
11- Mrs. T. B. Skeen
( . Jackson
13.
J. W. Stewart
14..
O. M. and 1). N. Croft
15
Cash Ramey
16
E. W. Mears
17..4H-OI.- .
The First National Bank
8.
Dora Rice
B
Dora Kice
iCash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson.
11 and
S. J. Iloykin
Cash Hamev and J. W. Wilkinson. .13 and
Cash Ramey, J. W. Wilkinson and Joe C.
1
McClelland
16.
'Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson
17- M. Love
.
18 and i
. Moore
..20
Johnson
-
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64-O- T
64-O-

.1.4, and the east two feet
jwick
west twenty-sifeet of 3.
2
ddington
Croft
1. .64-O1
M. McFarlin. east forty feet of
and
y Highfill and L. II. Sanders, east 25
'.eet of the west 100 feet of lots 1 and
nas. E. Dennis and W. A. Maupin, east
50 feet of the west 75 feet of lots 1 and 2..65-O8. H. Blockson, west 25 feet of lots 1 and 2..66-OS. H. Blockson, east 84 feet of lots 11 and 12
F. S. Burns, west 66 feet of lots U and 12.
64-O4-OT

64-O- T

5-OT-

T

T
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1997.50
2385.00
322.00

343.00.
343.00.
. 711.00.
25.00.
825.00.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
. 412.60.
.412.50
. 412.50.
412.50.
412.50..
2747.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50..
825.00.
825.00.

387.50
887.50
387.50
2'.88.75
387.50
387.50
387.50
775.00
776.00

412.50.
412.50.
2747.50.
924.00.
462.00.
462.00.
487.00.
- 1285.00.

387.50
387.50
2588.75
868.00
434.00
434.00
465.25
1501.25

322.00
322.00
75.25
31.25
775.00
387.50
87.60
387.50
87.50
387.5--

1285.0- 0- 1501.25
31.25
25.00
31.25
25.00
1285.0- 0- 1501.25
1501.25
1285.00
949.00.. 899.25
462.00 434.00
402.0- 0- 434.00

6..51-OT- -

...12

2127.50.
2540.00.
343.00.

-

50-O- T

50-O- T

..21...50-O-

434.00 '
1333.25

1097.50

.
.

1038.75

412.50

.

F.

850.00.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.

412:50.

.

412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
412.50.
437.50.
850.00.
412.60.
412.50.
412.60.
412.50.
412.50.

16..3-OT- .

6 and

Divers..

7..78-OT- ..

.

8..78-OT.-

412.50
412.50
412.50
412.50..
412.50..
412.50.
412.50.

825.00.

15..03-OT-- .

U..78-OT-- .
The First National Bank
10..78-OT- .
Miss Belle Bennett
.
U..78-OT.- .
Henry G. Coors, Jr
W. F. Bayless
12..78 0T
Southwestern Savings Building & Loan
13..78-OT.- .
Association
412 50
14..78-OT-- .
W. 11. Fuqua
412.50"
J. W. Wilkinson and F. Divers
15..78 0T.. 412.50"
lfi..78-OT- .
F. Divers
412.50
17..78-OT.- .
W. F. Swartz
437.60.
P. A. LaShier, Chas. II. Reichart and W.
I. Luikart, Trustees Clovis Lodge No.
0 and 7..77-OT.- .
40, A. F. & A. M
850.00.
8..77-OTL. C. Copien
412.50.
R. C. Reed
9, 10 and U..77-OT.- .
12.17.60.
F. Divers
12 and 13..77-OT.- .
825.00.
First Savings Bank of Albuquerque, New
14..77-OT.- .
Mexico
412.50
1.5..77-OT.- .
Mrs. Ma Hunter
412.50
E. F. Heynolds
16..77-OT.- .
412.50
A. B. Austin
17..77-OT.- .
437.60.
E. E. Graves
9 and 10..97-OT.- .
850.00.
11..97-OTFord Brandenburg
412.50
12..97-OT.- .
Fred Gallamore
412.60
R. C Reid
13..97-OT.- .
412.50.
14..97-OTJ.V.Rice
412.50.
15..97-OT.- .
Ford Brandenburg
412.50.
4..08-OT.- .
Kate Whitehead
412.60.
98-- ..
J. P. Fenet
644.50.
5..
The Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe
beginning at the S E corner
of lot 5, block 98, Original town of Clovis, New Mexico, running south one
hundred one and five tenths (101.5)
feet and extending west to the west side
of said block 98.
1674 75 .
J. v. Kice, w. s. uiggins and an tne heirs
R.
.
Rice, deceased, 16, 17 & 18..97-OT.at law of E.
1089 00 .
II. R. Ncal and F. C. Herbert, 1, 2 and 3..98 0T.. 1262 60 .
..

..

..

387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
387.50
887.60
387.50
387.50
775.00
806.25
387.50
887.50
387.60
387.50
887.50
387.60
387.50
387.50
387.50
418.75
806.25
387.50
387.50
387.50
387.60
387.50
387.50
387.60
387.50
387.60
418.75
806.25
887.50
1162.50
776.00
387.60
387.50
387.60
418.75
806.25
387.60
387.60
387.50
387.60
387.50
387.60
511.50

1573.25
1023.00
1193.76

thereto. provements, the benefits of the same
That there are no
You are further notified that the to property and any other matters
said City Council has Bet the 1st day with reference thereto, and at
which
of September, 1919, at eight o'clock, time and place a full and fair hearp, m., and the City Hall in said city ing will be given
to all owners of
as the time and place for the hearing properties abutting upon
said streets
set-off- s

A good

and alleys to be so improved.
Done by the order of tho City
Council this 16th day of July, 1919.

Attest:
(Seal)

LESTER STONE, Mayor.
ROY McMII.LEN,

City Clerk.

woman tells

FINAL

December 1st, 1919, to J. C. Nelson,
at Clovis National Bank.
J. C. NELSON,
Administrator.

After yoa eat always take

0-OT.

att

.
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14..03-OT-- .

0-

50-O-

--

402.00.
1411.00

T.

13..63-OT.-

1740.0- 0- 1641.25

-.

.49-OT-

1641.25

1085.00
434.00

NOTICE
1715.00.. 1610.00 us that she can't imagine what wo1715.00.. 1610.00
1740.00.. 1641.25 men's clothes are roming to. But To Whom It May Concern:
31.26 why worry. Women's clothes are not
25.00..
All bills owing to tho estate of the
supposed to leave anything to the
late Jenny McCully must be paid by
25.031.25

49-O-

tea

10..

.

12..03-OT-- .

Joo Lehrer
Clyn Smith
L. E. Shaw
W. W. Gibson
Mugh CofTy
W. K. Swartx

31.28
81.25
1116.25

.

10..6:i-OT.- .

John F. Taylor
C. O. Warriner

.

1155.00.
4Ü2.00.

-.

W. Stewart
Ida B. Osborne & Mollie P. Wright

..

1180.00.

.64-OT- ..

J.

'

25.00.
26.00.

City Drug Company
1I..04-OT.- .
W. A. Archer
12.
E. B. Leepy
13.J14-OTLela E. Kendall & Nannie E. Kendall 14&15..C4-OT.- .
1 tí and
Joe C. McClelland
C. F. Hardwick

person-alliabilit-

O. E

(

Estimated Cost
Brick Bittlithic

.

LoBIock-Add-

and considering of any contest of said
assessment and said paving, and you
are hereby notified to lile a notice of
protest in writing and to contest the
proposed assessment and
said
Istimated Cost
the regularity of the pro
Brick Bitulithic
25.00..$ 31.25 ceedings with reference to such im

y

Name
Mary Knight
R. F. Pixley, A. Mandell and F. E. Dennis
Trustees Clovis Lodge No. 1244, B. r.

Govis

Nam

G. W. Singleton
1..06-OT- -.
R. A. Adams
6..47-OT- ..
M. Bryant
west 70 feet of lots 7 and 8..48-OT- -.
A. B. Austin; E. E.' Graves;
City of Clovis, New Mexico.
Ford All the heirs at law of Snm Holland deceased,
east 70 feet of lots 7 and 8..48-OT- -.
To Mary Knight; R. V. Pixley. A. Brnnendburg; Fred Gallamore; R. C. John
K. Cook, west 28 feet of lots 5 and 6..48-OT- -.
Keid, J. V. Rice; Kate Whitehead; J.
E.
F.
and
E.
Dennis, trustors
A. Schweining, east 28 feet of west
Mandell
I
Kenet; The Atchison, Topeka &
Bfl feet of lots
5 and 0..48-OT.- .
Clovis Lodge No. 1244, B. P. 0. iv ;
Santa Fc Railway Company ; J. V. h. E. Graves, east 84 feet of lots 5 and G..48-OT- -.
John H. Barry; Nettie M. Klein; City Hice, W. S. Higgins and all
Jeremiah
Moriarty
.lots 21 and 22 and
the Heirs
20..49-OT.- .
the west 9 feet of lot
of Clovis; Lone Slur Lbr. Co.; all tin-- ' at Law of E. R. Rice, deceased; H. R.
Cash Ramey and J. W. Wilkinson, west 0
Heirs nt Law of Sam Holland, d- Neul and F. C. Herbert.
feet of lot 19 und east 19 feet of lot 20..49-OT-- .
You and each of you uro hereby Zellu M. McFarlin, west I feet of lot 18
eceased; Cash Ramey, J. W.
and the east 22 feet of lot
19. .49-OT- .
and C. K. Dennis; Mrs. l)x.v notified that the City Council of the G. W. Puckett, east 25
feet of lot
18. .49-OTCity
of
New
Clovis,
Mexico,
by
has,
Conner, formerly Mrs. Daisy Meruit,
G. W. Singleton
9..ti4-()T.- .
provided
ordinance,
for the improve- A. J. Rodes
10.JU-OT.- .
administratrix of the estate of Fi:u...

There is no danger of building material going
down.

Ml.

.

.434.00
2976.25
3363.70
434.00
465.00
429.00.. 403.00
462.00
434.00
487.00
465.25
685.00
051.25

462.00.
8160.0- 03572.50
462.00
495.00

412.50..

387.50

825.00

775.00

412.50.. 387.50
1386.00.. 1302.00
949.00.. 899.25

ATONIC
(T OfHrOUR ACltStOMAClfl
I nstantly relieves Heartburn, Blott-td&kireeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach mifleriea.
AkUdif notion and appMil. Hw-p- t ntnmnch
tweet and atroni?. Ineraawe Vitality ami Pep,
RATO J IP li thhit rttmody. Tena "f thou-H'.wmi'ltir fully

bnnariti-ii-

.

Onlyrtwtan

"nt

guarant!
orlwin day to uiwiit. I'luitUfty
to pkhím orive will refund mouvy, GutkUg
box tJay. You will w,
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Clovit, N. M.

V. Steed

C.

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Manager Clnvis Cemetery
I'hoiw

14 Both

Day and Night.

Wedding Gifts
For enriioiu jewelry hat beea
accepted as the most suitable wedding
lift, for It carries witk it Ike proper
sentiment that a (ift of tkit kind
should.
We

are always (lad ta
offer suggestions.

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jewelers and Opticians
Official Santa Fe W.tch Inspectors
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proposed amendment any limit for
Acsuch additional indebtedness.
cording to a reasonable Interpretation
of the language ai used, the legislature may provide for any number of
(A Statement of tha Vlaws of the
bond issues of 12,000,000 each, "payExecutive Committee of tha
able from advalorem taxes upon tanAssociation of Naw
gible property" and it is possible that
debentures and certificates of indebtedness in addition to such bond issues
At a meeting of the Executive
and payable in a similar manner may
TRADE MARK
Committee of the Taxpayers' Assobe issued.
ciation of New Mexico, held at Santa
It should be kept in mind also that
Fe, August 18th and 19th, at which
the limit of $2,000,000 for each bond
if
The City of
majority of the committee were
issue payable from taxes on tangible
present, the following statement was
property may be exceeded if, in the
prepared and authorized to be pub'
Akron. Dhio
judgment of the legislature, more
lished with reference to the proposal
funds are needed to meet Federal
to amend the constitution so as to
Aid. This is not all additional degive power to the legislature to issue
bentures and certificates of indebtedbonds without submitting the matter ness
may be authorized and issued,
to the voters of the state:
to be paid at such times as the legisThe amendment proposed, if adopt
lature shall determine out of motor
ed, would introduce a most unusual vehicle
licenses, or other licenses or
provision into our constitution.
The revenues. In
other words, the legismatter of incurring indebtedness is
lature may levy various forms of ex
one to be decided by the people. It cise or
license taxes or provide for
was the purpose of those who wrote
other revenues und issue debentures
the debt limit provisions of our con- and
certificates of indebtedness payJust as Ln;; ts the tubes
stitution to follow the principles able out
in your ci'suis are
of such revenues to an un
which prevail in most of the other
determinable amount. This being our
not ths best you cm
states mid therefore no debts, were
interpretation, there is, in our opin
pet. A chain ij no
permitted to be incurred by any poion, no limit to the indebtedness
rri(,ra at the r.iorcy of
Hi 'Ratal Cord' 'A'oMv' 'Chalar
1 11
litical unit except by u favorable vote which may be
Vko' 'JVWn
incurred by the legislaits wc:.kcst link than
of the people. No county, city or
if
(intendment
ture
proposed
the
is
a f ro is (it the riurcy
school district may issue bonds except
paused and the "qualified electors of
of the tube in it.
upon such a vote ami, in the cuse of
the state" should carefully weigh the
counties and cities, the voting is limThe best beginnirví te
matter of placing in the hands of the
ited to the electors who are also tax- legislature
to start with Go';tl-ric- h
a power that might bur
payers. We believe, therefore, that
casings. For
den the state with taxes for interest
the
proposed
is
amendment
contrary
Gwxlrich gives you
and principal payments that would
to the spirit of the American prin- be
the standard by which
appulling.
ciples and out of line with the theory
you can gau-'The argument is made that the Is
the
upon which our state government is
suance of debentures and certificates
true value of any tire.
based.
of indebtedness payable out of motor
Square its price and adjustThe meaning of the proposed
vehicle licenses and other licenses and
ment milcnge up with
amendment is obscure.
The most revenues which may be devised
would
Goodrich List Pricos.and
careful reading and analysis fail to lower the
tax rate. This argument
the Goodrich MorcMdo-ag- e
disclose any real limit and the whole
should bo carefully examined. Sup
Adjustment
6,000
elTcct of the amendment would be to
miles for Fabric; 8.000
posing revenues from motor vehicle
make void the entire constitutional licenses
for Silvertown Cords
for ten years are appropriat
provision which it purports to amend.
and you see why the
ed for present purposes through the
,
wise tire user
Under the amended section it would issuance
s
of debentures to be paid out
for the greatbe pouible to issue bonds up to the
of these revenues as they accrue, we
est outer strength.
limit of $.'J,7rO,(JU0, or one per cent believe
mathat the stnte will be deprived
You are not 100
of the valuation bused upon the as- for thut priod
cent,
of revenues that would
ecuretill you're Goodrich
-a
sessment for 1918, by an affirmative otherwise be
used for road construe
through and through.
vote of the people. An additional tion and
maintenance and that such
Put Goodrich Tubes in 11
amount in bonds, debentures and cer- revenues so
appropriated would have
Goodrich Casings
Red
tificates of indebtedness can then be to be placed by
some other forms of
Tubes for ut most strength
issued for roads, by the legislature taxution.
or Grey Tubos for
d
without a vote of the people. We
dependa bilitybt less
In answer to the argument that the
are, however, u nuble to find in the
cost.
auopiion or mis amendment is required so that provision may be made
Yes, put Goodrich Tubes in
Goodrich Casings and
for meeting dollar for dollar, the FedWe Know United States Tires are GOOD Tires. That's Why We Sell Them.
forget tire worries.
eral allotment of $4,380,000 for road
is
construction, attention
called to
Cuy Goodrich Tiiva
the fact that the last legislature profrom a
vided for compulsory tax It.'ies, uni
form throughout the state, aggre
gating four and
f
mills, the
ADJUSTMENT
proceeds of which are to be spent on
milea
Fabrics
6.000
state roads for the declared purpose
8.000 miles
íñl Cords
of meeting the Federal allotments.
H. J. HAGERMAN,
In addition motor vehicle licenses, de Ing from two per cent to four per
HAPPY HUNTING GROUND
JOHN S. CLARK,
linqucnt state tuxes prior to 1915 and cent upon a higher property valuaR. G. BRYANT,
Sign on farm in Kansas "Hunters
other revenues are covered into the tion and involving an increase in
Stute Road Fund. Furthermore, the 1919 of from twenty to fifty per cent Members Executive Committee, Tax- Take Notice:
Hunt all you durn
payers' Association.
state is given ample time to meet the over 1918 taxes, there are levied
please, and when you hear the horn
A oar
of Hulk
blow come to the house for dinner.
Federal Aid allotments and therefore heavy taxes for Interest and principal
Apples on sale at rock there is no necessity for adopting the payments upon indebtedness that Only a wise girl seiects for a hus- If the quail are scarce kill a chicken
would be incurred through the adop band a man whose mother didn't know or two, and if you can't get any squiramendment for this reason.
bottom prices. Call ami
how to cook.
me taxpayers- Association is in tion of the proposed amendment.
rels kill a hog." Boston Transcript.
see us. We have opened
of the building of roads unde
favor
n business for fruit and
state supervision, but it holds that
'' mm nwni'iiiMy vy.'' H'tn. .,
B
D
produce and in the near
is no necessity in order to carry
there
NS
'BEST IN THE
" .OV
, P 1.',
future will try and be out the program even as planned, to
0
V
.' r MT"
JiT - MT
LONG RUN'
resort to tne proposed measure
able to meet tbe dei, v; i
amending the constitution.
The As
mands of our customers.
sociation has demonstrated that with
solicitYour patronage
the taxes, state and county, direct or
ed. Yours for business.
indirect, to be levied for the benefit
of the state road fund, there is no
V.VV'
necessity for the proposed amend
It has shown thut with the
ment.
four and a hulf mill levy authorized
by the last legislature, which is itself
t
an extraordinary high charge i f time
i
together with the motor taxes, certain
delinquent taxes and other sources of
income, there will be available for ex
penditures by the state sums ample to
Model Steam Laun
meet the state's quota under the Fed
dry building.
eral Aid laws as such quota becomes
available; sums, too, so lurge in them
Camels are offered you as a cigarette entirely
218 8. Mitdicll Stiver.
selves as to seriously strain the peo
out of the ordinary a flavor and smoothness
pie s power to pay.
never before attained. To best realize their qualIn our opinion these extraordinary
ity compare Camels with
measures, these attempts to disregard
cigarette in
constitutional limitations, which have
the world any price!
hitherto been sacredly observed, and
o
Camels flavor is so refreshing, so enticing, it will
the proposal now submitted to the
o
people to repeal these constitutional
you at once it is so new and unusual. That's
win
t
n
limitations, can be justified only on
a
Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and
what
V
"''"'' r
"ii'"''1'.1'
the plea of extreme necessity. They
i
choice
Domestic tobacco gives you! You'll prefer
might
be
justified
in
the face of a
Have redeemed contract which has
this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight !
kept me out of the auction business great and vital crisis of some kind or
upon the ground that in the immedi
since lust October.
As you smoke Camels, you'll note absence of
,.'"1 'J;
i
your business. ate future there is to be such a murk
appreciate
Rill
ed
development
any
in
New
Mexico
unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unbs
expense.
my
me
at
Phone
Yours for the high dollar in a legt-mat- e will result in a great increase in our
pleasant cignretty odor. And, you'll be delighted
population and a multiplication of us
way.
to discover that you can smoke Camels liberally
sesseil property values. There is no
ERLE E. FORBES.
without tiring
fasfe
crisis, such as the war crisis through
which we have just pussed, to wnrran
Take Camels at any angle they surely supply
these unusual measures. On the con
cigarette
contentment beyond anything you ever
trary there is every reason why, be
cause of the burdens imposed on us
experienced.
a cigarette revelation!
by the war, New Mexico and every
PHONE No. 450
You do not miss coupons, premiums or gifts.
other state should retrench. There is,
iiou'll
Camels quality!
in our opinion, no reason to expect
that these expenditures can be justi
(led on the ground of any imminent
All kinds of Hauling
Cammlm r toJd
m cimnttñcmlly tttaM pjck
development
New
or expansion.
im of JO c ilMrttft or fn pcsVa J00 oarrf) m a
Drayaf and Transfar
Mexico's development has been slow
roirW carton. We tírory tvcvmmmnd
ttut carton lor ttm few or offic tuppir or whmn you traimt
steady and gradual In the past and
Wagon at Mandell's Cornsr
there if every reason to believe that
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. Winrton-SaleN. C.
it will so continue in the, future.
CLOV1S, N. M.
If there are three or four other
There is danger, however, thut our
membera of the family, father never
development will be seriously retard
on
coat
finds room for hii lid or hit
ed if, in addition to a tax levy rang
tha hall rack.
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You Are

o Treading

On Eggs
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All

We Vouch for Them

Of all the tires that are made,

facilities, they employ many
exclusive methods.
They can go to greater
lengths in testing, improving
andperf ecting the things that
make good tires.
We find it good business to
sell United StatesTires.
And you will find it good
business to buy them. They
are here- tire for every need.

why do you suppose we
prefer to sell United States

c

Tires?
Because they are made by

the biggest rubber company
in the world. And they know
how to build good tires.

buysGoixi-richcusmg-

They have choice of
terials, they have immense

pt-- r

u

I

United StatesTires
are Good Tires

lor.g-live-

DaLr

00K

GQ0D1CH

NEW STATE AUTO CO., Clovis
SCOTT BROS., Texico, N. M.
J. S. PHILLIPS, Taiban, N. M.
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Fruit & Produce
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Ex :hangfe

Cigarettes made to

meet your taste!
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I

any

at

i

your

They're

J. A. KISER

prefer

18 cents a package

Uri

Hake it larger by being there on
time. Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
Evening worship at 8:15.
Come.
You are welcome.

Church News

LAST

Items of

Intrct

Govli Church

In

METHODIST

Circle

Chance!
AND YOU GET

1007o Bonus
lit

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

It'll Be

25c

HURRY
This is the very last
week of this remarkable
offering. You pet it now
at n (lime and got tlie
bonus with it or you'll
pay a quarter later and
he piad to net it at any

these

Mark

words!

(iiant

This

Stock will he the

sen-

sation of the Texas oil

markets in another
ple of months

cou-

and per-

haps very much sooner.
This is our prediction.
Call it a prophecy,

if

you like. We believe it
is an absolute truth. We
stake our reputation on
it. We offered you (Iiant
first as a pure gamble.
Now we consider it as

nearly a sure thing a
an oil well can be.
only

had

We

H'tiH)

aires
when we stalled. That
besides, the mighty
wells are roaring in uped,

on the Texas Panhandle

right beside us.

They

are gas wells, wet with
inuneasure-abl- y

rich.

Kemember!

The. price is going to 25c

on the first of September and the 10c stock
with the
will

l(M)r

bonus

n"t be sold to
after that daw

any-bod-

resume our services at our
church next Sunday morning and
evening. It is hoped that every Presbyterian in Clovis will not be absent
from his or her. place, both morning
and evening, without a reason that
he or she can carry directly to God
and feel assured thut He accepts it
as bona fide.
People came to our revival that
seldom ever walked through a church
door in Clovis and seemingly enjoyed
the services. There is no reason whv
they should not enter upon the worship of our Lord every Sunday morning and night and receive the same
benefit and inspiration. Tl.ere is not
a church in Clovis that will not be
glad to welcome you. I speak for
the Presbyterian church and snv "in
the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ,
Welcome. Come thou, and worship
with us and we will do thee good."
mere will be several people to
unite with the church Sunday and
every member of this local congregation of the Presbyterian
church
should feel the individual responsibility of being present to welcome them
to our church home.
We want to
make these services of Sunday good,
helpful, spiritual services. Will tyou
held and do your part or will you say
audibly and silently, "I pray thee,
have me excused."
Be assured of
this one thing that the Lord thy God
will not hold him guiltless who withholds the payment of his vow unto

THE CHURCH OF COD
Is conducting a series of Gospel
meetings in a tabernacle located on
West Grand Avenue near the Clovis
News office. A full Gospel is being
preached.
Various Bible subjects,
viz. Regeneration, justification,
divine healing of Soul and
body, One Church Unity of God's
People, Second Coming of Christ,
General Judgment, etc. Everybody
cordially invited to attend. Ministers
in charge, Evangelist O. B. Wilson,
C. Means.
G. E.

HARMON, Pastor.

BAPTIST CHURCH SUNDAY
We are expecting to swing back
into two full services each Sunday
from now on, for the last two Sunday
nights we have had no services on account of giving away to the meeting.
Next Sunday we want to make a
red letter day, both in the Sunday
School and preaching services. We
shall need you there to help out.

,

Style Tendencies
The Fashions are distinctive and particular this Fall, for while the indications
of Fashion are expressed in details more than in radical differences, these details are mor8 accurately pronounced in the correct Garments.
All our now Suits, Dresses,

('oats,
Wraps, Furs, and separate garments
in Skirts and Mouses are both in the
height of Fashion

and offered at
prices uncqualed anywhere for the
? '?

same garments.

j

v

HURRY
Giant
Oil Co.
Leavitt Brokerage Co.
General Agents c.n.

Famous Building,
Fort Worth, Texas

New Mexico Land
Oil and Cattle Co.

Ginghams

Sept.

the

Limit

10c

becoming a most
popular material for the
fashionable young miss.
it makes charming
frocks for street wear
and very practical for
dresses for school wear.
Vou will Hud our selection of gingham exceedingly smart; also
priced very reasonably.
We carry a complete
line of this material in
the piece and
n
garments.
Ts

seeing this assortment
early.

The New
Sweaters
A fresh supply is at
hand today and if you
are prompt in choosing
you can get one of these
fashionable sweaters.
We have them in all
the colors and many of
the popular styles.

ready-to-put-o-

Sunday morning Sunday school
W
prepared to tit Men and Doys' in lligli tirade Keadv-to-Weopens at 9:4i. Be there on time.
Snit
1 1 a. m.
Preaching
to
or
make
:
Subject
a made to measure garment on short schedule at reasonable prices.
"The
Him.
Sunday school meets at 0:45 a. m. Church That Wins."
B. Y. P. U. meets at 7:15 p. m. A
full attendance is desired.
Sundry night nt 8:15, will be a red
hot service. What do you think about
Inbor unions? Whiit do you think
about prize fights? What do you
th'nk about men chasing women?
Come to the Baptist church Sunday
night for a red hot time. Don't fail,
but come to the welromest spot in lords to raise or lower the rental.) they receipt for inspection fee,
and the Article VI. General Provisions.
Clovis.
shall charge. Such matters shall be duplicate rhall be left with the tenant.
We are now feeding more
Section I. Tenants will be allowed
S. B. CUI.I'EI'PEIt, Pastor.
entirely determined by the property
Section 8. The Inspector-Secretar24 hours after occupancy
people than at any time we
of any
owners concerned.
shall keep a record of all dam- house to make complaints to the
have been in the restaurant
OF CLOVIS
Article III. OFFICERS.
age done to property and whether or
or report to tho
business in Clovis. There is a
The officers of the Association shall not the same is repaired promptly; landlord of such
RENTAL PROPERTY
property or his agent
reason for this. We arc giving
and shall be in a position at all times such damages or repairs
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION consist of a President and an
that will be
retary,
who shall be elected to furnish information to members necessary.
our patrons the very best posDesiring to attain the civic better- in such manner, receive such remun- of the Association concerning pros- Article VII. Amendments.
sible service and plenty of good
ment
of the city of Clovis, to improve eration and serve for such period of pective renters who have heretofore
Section 1. This constitution and
things to eat.
rented from other members of the these
s
sanitary and living conditions and to time at hereinafter provided:
may be amended at any
Suction 1. The President shall be Association.
encourage nd promote the extensive
meeting
of the association after all
OPEN ALL NIGHT
by
a majority standing vote
Section 0
The Inspector-Secretarbuilding of resident property, we the elected
members have been given due notice
shall issue all notices, keep all of the proposed amendments
undersigned in assembly gathered of the members of the Association.
We have adopted a new poland upe
Section 2. The President shall
records and do all clerical work for on a vote of
hereby ally ourselves into an usaoc.a-tiomajority of all
icy of keeping our restaurant
over all meetings of the Associa- the association usually required of a the members.
create this constitution and byopen all night. This will give
laws, and solemnly bind ourselves to tion; shall call such meetings at his secretary.
Section 10. The Inspector-Secretarthe wheat haulers a chance to
SANTA FE USES OLD
be governed thereby and to perform discretion and will, and shall cause
Inspector-Secretarto inform all
shall inspect property on the
get something to eat no matter
the duties and obligations therein in- the
CADILLAC ON RAILS
members of the date, time and place same day that tenant vacates and also
corporated.
how late they are in getting in
where all meetings shall lie held.
on same day that new tenant moves
A
Article I. NAME.
Cadillac touring
car came
at night or how early they want
Section .1.
The President bIuiII in.
through Hereford last Friday, but not
This Association shall be known as
to get out in the morning.
Section II. The Inspector-Secretarover the State Highway No. 23. In"The Clovis Rental Property Protec- serve without remuneration.
shall rolled 2 percent of the ren- stead it traveled serenely over the
tive Association."
Section 4. The term of office for
Article II. PURPOSE.
which the President shall serve shall tal on each piece of property inspect- California line of the Santa Fe railed from the owner or agent of the way, and it was occupied by General
The purpose of this association be one year in duration of time.
Superintendent Sears, Division
shall be to protect all rental propoity
Section 5. Applicants for the posi- property each month.
against damage and destruction or tion of Secretary-Inspecto- r
Farley, Uoadmaster
shall sub- Article IV. MEMBERSHIP.
Any owner of Clovis rental propBridge and Building Foreman
financial losses occasioned by ti
mit their applications to the President, who shall cause their names to erty or any authorized agent of such Rouse, and a stenographer, all of the
Open All Night
Section 1. Nothing herein shall lie he read aloud before the members of owner may become a member of this Santa Fe general offices at Amarillo.
const rur-- as an agreement by laml- - the Association, at a culled meeting association by signing the prescribed
The Cadillac had been stripped of
its tires
thereof; after which a secret ballot form of membership agreement.
ami
c(tiiped with iron
wheels and (lunges.
Khali be taken, and after a count of Article V. MEETINGS.
The party left
MÉimtMMili'if.fcfc'Jti.
All meetings of this association Amurillo early in the morning on an
tv,V'. ,k j fry. iW ji i r .w itft
Ém Vil loa nil votes being made the names of all
'
applicants exec pi ine two receiving: shall be at the efill of the President, inspection trip and made the round
'the greatest number of votes shall bel or upon a petition of not less than trip to Clovis and back in one day.
eliminated.
Hereford Brand.
These two applicants five members to the President.
shall bo announced by the President
as duly nominated candidates for the
office of Inspector-Secretary- ,
after
which a secret ballot shall again be
Many children are greatly retarded in their school
taken, whereupon the candidate receiving the majority of votes shall be
work on account of having poor eyes. Defective viduly declared by the President as
elected to the office of Inspector-Secretarsion often causes constitutional trouble of various
for a term of one year, unless
services should not be satisfactory,
kinds and the child is backward in school work.
whereupon complaint of ten per cent
of members made to the President in
writing , a meeting of members shall
The Clovis Feed Store now has a complete
then be called and a
of
For the next ')0 days we will make examinations of membership vote for removal of
supply of groceries. We will be pleased to have
ector-Secretary,
term of office to
children's eyes free. Hring your child in and have
expire in 30 days.
your grocery business, and by trading with us
Section 6. It shall be the duty of
its eyes examined. If necessary we iit with the proto inspect all
the Inspector-Secretaryou can save money. We have a phone, No. 418,
membership property which has been
per lenses required.
and deliver to any part of tho city.
listed with this association for in
spection once each month or oftener
if the owner or agent of the property
may direct.
Section 7. Tho Inspector-SecrREGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS
tary shall make a duplicate report of
'
each inspection on the form prescribCLOVIS, N. M.
ed by this Association, both copies of
which report shall be signed by the
tenant and the original delivered to
the owner or agent of the property as

care

ar

W.

LUIKART & CO.

I.

Real Service!

if It's New We Have It

Insp-

ector-Secretary

pro-sid-

two-thir-

y

y

Super-intemic-

0gg& Boss Cafe

AU"

How are Your Chiles Eyes?

Money Saved Is
Money Made

Free Examination

two-thir-

Insp-

y

e

Is

interested in obtaining the latest exclusive patterns and colorings in silks
we are inviting you to see our large
assortments.

A new shipment has
just arrived but it is
small, so we advise your

Denhof Jewelry Co.

1

Decause we know you are always

Blouses

y

CIovíb, N. M.

t

-"

Silks

Inspector-Sec-

h;is been vastly increas-

gasoline,

CHURCH

We

and no Stock Bonut

figure.

CHURCH

of the

CHURCH

The meeting is over and the Lon'
certainly gave us a great victory
Now our part is to follow that vie
tory and save all we have gamed.
Next Sunday morning's service wil:
he the reception of members. If you
have given your name be sure and bi
on hand. If you have not given yom
name come anyway and you will lu
cared for.
Night Service, 8:15.
Subject:
"The Challenge of This Hour." IV
sure and come.
Services at Ranchvale as follows:
Morning: Judge Sam G. Bratton,
Afternoon:
Baptismal service at
a place to be announced.
Services at Blacktower as follows:
Morning: J. L, Williams. Night, 8:30:
Lawyer C. A, Hatch.
The. services will continue for one
week. You are invited to attend as
many of these services as you can,
J. T. REDMON, Pastor.

Next Lord's Day we resume regular
service. Bible Sehoot at 9:45 a. m.
Communion and Preaching ut 11:00;
subject, "How to Hold Out Faithful."
Junior meeting at 3:00 o'clock in the
afternoon.
At 8:15, evening worship.
Sermon subject, "Excuses."
You are cordially invited.

10c Now
But on Sept.

CHRISTIAN

Here's New Fall Wear that Tells the Trend

Clovis Grocery
and Feed Store

.i t
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HAVENER ITEMS

20
Reduction

Mr. Dorry Winn Sr. and ion, Dor-r- y,
went to Pertales Monday, expect-

ing to bring back a load of applet.
Rev. Thompeon of the Brethren
church at Clovii preached here Sun
He will preach here
day afternoon.
every fourth Sunday.
Quite a lot of wheat wai loaded
ón cart here lait week.
Mist Lula Mitchell visited Mrs.
Chester McGee part of last week and
attended the revival meeting at
Ranchvale.
The young people met for a singing
Sunday night with Mr. and Mra. Lee

ON REFRIGERATORS
6SS3

rr'

a

Willis.

Dorry Winn, who has been working
ift Kansas,

J

x

v

i

:.

(

i

for a telegraph company
returned home last week.

We haxe a complete assortment of the
Celebrated

Lorene and Elizabeth Hurley called
Monday
Bert Armstrong
afternoon.
Mr. Lee Hand and son Alden have
gone thirty miles north of here to
help haul w'uat to market.
Water melon parties seem to be
the most prominent thing going at
present in this neighborhood.
School will open September 8th.
on Mrs.

White Mountain Refrigerators
which we are now offering at a reduction of

20

NOT AN ISOLATED DCASE

There is no better refrigerator on the
market than the WHITE MOUNTAIN
so why not get a new one now?

Many

Cue

Similar

in

Clovit an

This Clovis man's story given here
is not an isolated case by and means;
week after week, year after year, our

telling

similar good

news.
F. L. Haville, 522 W Grand Ave.,
"Doan's Kidney Pills
Clovis. says:

are a kidney remedy that can be
upon and I recommend them
Sometimes when I do too much heavy
lifting or stooping or take cold, it
affects my kidneys. My back getB
lame and stiff and I find it hard to
bend over. When I stoop, and then
straighten up, sharp pains shoot up
and down my. back. I have dizzy
pella also. I always use Doan's Kid
ney Pills which I get from the South
western Drug Co., and they fix me
up in good order. Anybody suffering
with their kidneys Bhould try Doan's
Kidney Pills for they are fine."
GOc at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Magic City Furniture Co.
RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS

A TEXAS WONDER

K

J. Hcyiiolill

ill

ii .

was such
as you puff out of a
Prince Albert!
nackedwith
iimmv nine
has the quality!
A.
That's because P.
You can't fool your taste apparatus any more than you
can get five aces out of a family deckl So, when you hit
Prince Albert, coming and going, and get up half an hour
earlier just to start stoking your pipe or rolling cigarettes,
I
you know you've got the big prize on the end of your line
Prince Albert's quality alone puts it in a class of its own,
but when you figure that P. A. is made by our exclusive
patented process that cuts out bite and parch well you
feel like getting a flock of dictionaries to find enough words
to express your happy days sentiments I

NEVERsmokejoy

Vicinity,

neighbors are

l&ím

Coprrlfl"

r

tin
lint, handiom pound and
clauy, practica poonrf eryttal glau nwmdorwtth
tht tobacco in tmch porttct condition.
iponf moutmr top that
Toppy

nd baft,

humidon-andt-

hat

ni

haV-pom- d

hp

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,

N.

Winston-Sale-

C

George Pulliam were united in mar- son called on Myrtle Leach the first uf
of his land.
DOLLIE D1MTLE.
Pearl and Lucy Moss, Mrs. Ethel riage last Saturday, August lGth. We the week.
Hutchins and her children were shop- extend our congratulations for their
YOU CAN'T .TELL
and irregularities of the kidneys and
future happiness.
ping at Boney's Saturday.
bladder in both men ami women. If
L. M. Boney made a business trip
Marion Meredith's little son is on
"Queer thing about religion."
A few inilYli cows avul
not sold by your druggist will be sent
to Amarillo last Thursday evening.
the sick list this week.
"What is it?"
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Osborne spent
The ice cream supper at Mr.
licavy
"You never can tell what church
NOTICE OF SALE
small bottle often cures. Send for
Friday night was enjoyed by a Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. E. W. llnli,
goes to by the way he acts down-tow- n
W'orn testimonials.
Walter Moss.
,
large
crowd.
reto
terms
on week days;."
day of May
2920 Olive at., St. Louis, Mo. bold
Mrs. King, Ethel and Mrs. Edmond- Whereas, on the
Miss Lizzie Weatherspoon and Mr.
in the ili
pending
in
action
bv druggiata.
1019,
an
sponsible parlies.
trict Court of t'urry County, New
Mexico, wherein Thomas L. Helm, as
administrator of the estate of Frank
H.lMlt
P. Helm, deceased, was plaintiff and
M
" "rn T'""
taunt , to Uiv.lt,
.ni. .u.it Q
Jesse Lee, Nannie Lee, W. L. Mansl..Tcv4.tui-l.a- iB
Mexico
New
Koswell,
field and J. H. Robinson were defendants, said cause being numbered 1435
m
(
' i
whin n.w
Phone l(K).m
on the Civil Docket of said court,
-- thn lly.nl lit Cmt IM''TOI
judgment was rendered in favor of
plaintiff and against defendants in
Even when a woman is so old that the sum of $2346.50, together with
WTOfMANNS
she can't deny her age she wants you costs of suit and attorneys lees, in
f.HAT MUX
mortgage
LABORATORIES
to understand that there was a time which judgment a certain
conveying the following described
ttéam SI., ha fnadM
young as anybody.
as
was
she
when
m
Sold by DtuuitU
real estate situate in Curry County,
New Mexico,
The North half (Ntt) of Section
Three (3) Township three (3), North
(34) East
of Range Thirty-fou- r
was foreclosed and said real estate
was ordered sold to satisfy a judgCOMMUNITY
lways wdeomes the establishing of an institution
ment, costs and attorneys' fees, sub
ject to a certain mortgage executed
recognized
community need; unfortuimlely it doesnt
fills
a
that
by Jesse Lee and Nannie Lee to Un
manifest a lively interest ia the health of such an insti
Ion Mortgage Company to secure an
tution after it is established.
indebtedness of $1200.00, which said
de
assigned
to
mortgage hus been
It is one thing to establish industries; it is quite another thing to
fendant J. H. Robinson, and whicl
build up, develop and maintain thera.
judgment and decree was enteret1 upon the records of said court in Book
F, at page 201.
An industry can be established by the investment of capital; its
Now, therefore, notice ia hereby
development and maintenance depend upon the attitude of the public
given that the undersigned, as Spetoward the enterprise and toward the product.
cial Muster of Court, on the 25th day
of
of September, 1919, at the hour
Likewise, the permanency of an institution depends upon the willtwo o'clock in the afternoon, at the
ingness of its customers to pay a sufficient price for its product to enable
south door of the court house, in the
City of Clovis, Curry County, New
it to eontinue strong and healthy financially.
Mexico, will expose and offer for sale
the above described real estate at
The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company's system of'
public out cry to the highest bidder
vires, furnishing the means of communication over mountains, 'plains
for cash In hand, to satisfy the above
and desert, is a tremendous factor m the development of the West
described judgment, costs of suit, at
will
you
and
prices,
reduced
greatly
at
selling
am
torneys' fees and costs and expenses
Telephone servio is s "boms product" of every community in the
of aale, and interest thereon to the
town
in
this
offered
values
biggest
say they are the
mountain states, and is woven into the very warp and woof of commerdate of sale In the su n of $2(389.85,
my
ends,
mortgage
but
to
subject
said
for
and
$1200.00
cial and social life. The permanency and adequacy of telephone servio
odds
not
in a long time. They are
executed to Union Mortgnge Comdepend upon the same factors as are involved in the security and perpany, as aforesaid.
entire stock.
manency of every other established industry.
This 27th day of August, 1919.
C. S. SOU EV RICH,
Si
With very, very few exceptions the people of the West recognist
Special Master of Court.
deal more

for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism

For Salo!
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GOAT MILK

J.H.McGary
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The Public and the
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Company
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See The Pumps
and Oxfords

I

In spite of the fact that they cost a great
them
today at wholesale, I am not going to carry

these principles and pursue a "live and let live" policy toward all
legitimate business institutions.

BELLVIEW CHIMES

over.

The Cash Shoe Store
E A. Story, Prop.

'

Henry Stovall was hooking one of
his horses up to a disc the first of the
week and she kicked one of the discs
and cut an artery In her hind leg and
soon bled to death.
Walter Hobson and Mr. Moss made
n business trip to Clovis the last of

the

week.

Charley Gann, Conley Gann and
Mr. Hailey and their families made a
business trip to Clovis. While there
Conley Gann sold Mr. Hailey 40 acres
'

I

hi

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph
.Company
ti... it

i j.

nuil
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BIG CIRCUS COMING

I

He walked into our office this
morning, very quietly and unassuming Merely came 'in to impart the
glad tidings that the big circus is
coming to town. Oh yes! Beg par
don F. R. Ballingcr is his name and
he is the contracting agunt for the
Yankee Robinson Big Three Ring
Wild Animal Circus, due in Clovis
on Tuesday, September
16.
Of
course Mr. Ballinger merely dropped
in to make the necessary ffewspaper
contracts, but in the course of conversation, just had to admit that the
Yankee Robinson Circus has doubled
in size since its last visit here and
thut it now controls the market in
polar bears, over one half of those in
the United States to be exact 10 in
number
being owned by this show.
Oh yes! Hackenschmidt, the wrestling
marval is really with the circus and
will meet all comers, incidentally donating one hundred dolían to any
man he cannot win a fall from in
fifteen minutes. The Col. Hobbs
stable of Post graduate high school
and dancing horses, several of which
were for four consecutive seasons
Blue Ribbon and Diploma winners at
the New York and Boston Horse
Shows, will be another one of the features in addition to the wonderful
Buchanan Dancing horses, but right
here Mr. Ballinger admitted that he
was the busiest man in town and simply didn't have sufficient time to
enumerate
all the wonders to be
found with the circus. Just be on the
downtown streets at about 10:30 a.
m. on show day when all of the features of the circus will be represented
in the mile long parade fnd it will be
some parade.
(

While general conditions have

g Ml

made it hard to get delivery
on harvesting machinery and sup- plies- -

We Have at THIS TIME a Large Stock
of

1

.

McCormick and Deering Corn Binders

I

McCormick and Deering Corn Binder Repairs

Harvest Supplies

Twine and Oil

S Kentucky Grain

Osborne Disc Harrows

Drills

m
i

I

If you are going to buy a binder or

will need re

pairs, call on or write us at once.

New Arrivals!
New Goods are Coming in
Every Day in the Gents
Furnishing Department
j

Fall Hat Styles are Now
Ready

Public Sales
Here are tome public sales to be
held as listed below:
C. P. and F. A. Wlrth, one mile
l,
east of
Wednesday,
Sept. 3rd, general farm sale.
Henry Curtis, 1 mile west and 6
miles south of
l,
Friday
Sept. 5th., 18 head of horses and
mules and 18 head of cattle.
A. Strublc, 2 miles east and 4
miles south of Clovis, Monday Sept.
8th general farm sale, 35 head of
cattle and horses.
See sale bills for particulars.
The public in general is invited to
attend these sales.
If you are contemplating a sale in
the neur future will be glad to talk
to you or you may phone me at my
expense.
KRLE E. FORBES,
(Clovis,) Auctioneer.
Texico-Farwel-

The favored makes of the well dressed men of
America are here. All the new shades and co-

Texico-Farwel-

lorings and the newest shapes. The men

THE DEEPEST WELL
IN

the deepest in tHe world, has reached
a sign
of oil or gas has been found. The
drillers are still at work, the owners
having sufficient cable and power, as
well as tools for further drilling.
The second deepest well in the
world is located at McDonald, Pennsylvania, and was not abandoned until the owners had spent a fortune
and the drill showed a depth of 7,248
feet. It required almost three years
to drill this well, and had materials
not been so scarce and costly last
year it is doubtful if the owners
would have given up the venture.
The Hope Oil Company, which re- -

THE WORLD a depth of 7,363 feet, but not

The deepest drilling in Texas for
oil is near Polytechnic College, Fort
Worth. This well is now at a depth
of over 4,700 feet. The contract is
for a 5,000 foot well unless oil or
gas is found at a lesser depth. But a
I "well is being drilled at Clarksburg,
Pennsylvania, which is said to be the
deepest well in the world.
Oil and gas men thruout Pennsylvania are deeply interested in the
progress of this deep well, which is
toeing drilled on the GofT farm at
Clarksburg.
This well, which is now

SHOE

cently completed a well in the

pleased, for many of the hats have elegant

I

silk-lining- s.

Prices $5 up to $12

Men's and Boys' Caps

CLASSIFIED

The manufacturers have dune their hest in
getting out good looking caps for the fall season.

A D S

We are well pleased with our assortment of caps.
Thev emhrace a large range of materials and

Wal-

ker district, Wood county, Went Virginia, are seeking a location for a
deep test well, and should no oil or

ap-

preciate good linings in their hats will he well

,

()

that

gas be found it is certain to cost the
:- company a vast amount of money, as
they are going to drill the well as
RATE
deep as drillers can go. The well the
le Per Word Per Issue
company drilled in West Virginia
went down 4,597 feet, two years being required to drill the well. At the
Commercial Rooming House, bed
latter depth the well started to flow rooms. Also rooms for light houseoil at
rate of eight to ten barrels keeping. Phone 232. Mrs. C. F.
daily, but in addition it showed salt Wells, Prop.
water production of about 300
Foi Sale The Clovia Feed Mill,
cheap for cash or will trade for farm
or city property in or near CI avis.
ADVERTISING RATES
Apply to B. M. Day, 211 North Keid
tp
Effective October 1st, the News Street.
will charge the following for advertisUnfurnished
For Rent
ing space:
See R. M. Mishop.
, Display advertising, open rate, per
inch, 20c.'
Wanted Sewing of all kinds.
Display advertising,
page
r Phone 346, Mrs. I. V. White, 313
more, per inch, 15c.
West Grand.
The News has made no change n
s
For Sale Cnne mill in
its advertising rates for about
Call on or address A.
condition.
.vi'tirs, rioiwunsiuncing me conjointly
3 miles
increasing cost of muteriul and pro- Means, Route 1, Texico.
of
Texico.
northwest
duction. Advertising
in Clovis is
about the only commodity that hü
"Hogs for sale. E, E. Reed,
n .t i'lcnised in
and now the
N. M.
3tp
increase' i., so small t v ill not !. IV1
by our business friends, and our rale,
Wanted Someone to do general
are us low or lower than those of any housework for smull family. Steady
paper published in New Mexico in a position, reasonable wages, middle-age- d
town of three thousand people or
lady preferred.
References exover.
changed. 904 North Muin St., phone
143.. Mrs. S. W. Lane.
DO YOU WANT TO
Maxwell car to trade for either
GO TO EUROPE
cows or horses, prefer work horses.
2tp
The local recruiting station has re- J. H. Kays, Rte A., Texico
ceived a telegram from the War DeWanted to Buy Secondhand furnpartment reading as follows: "Re- iture and stoves. Call 203. R. M.
cruiting of applicants for American Bishop.
Expeditionary
Forces in Europe.
Men may enlist for one or three yeais,
Lost A boy's blue serge coat on
one year enlistments being restricted Star Route Road, Saturday, August
ti tjiplicanU with prior ser'.co Men 23rd. Finder please leave at News
Hp
so rrcruited will not It repaired sn office.
duty at present stations, but w'il l
Furniture for Sale Rooms for
sent to ce
renltvtifr.it i t
Up
over City Cafe.
'
.Meade.
.!
Expert , 1 epe''-or- s Rent,
and tehpl.one linorr :n are p.fi
Lost In Clovis somewhere, a plain
ully desired icr Signal
locket without chain. Insidp it bus
If it is found, please
n hoy's picture.
MOTHER'S ART
take it to Doctor Board's office and
Up
It was in the drawing class at the I will call for it.
school.
good
perfectly
One
For Sale
"Sargent was a great artist," said
frisky, but perthe teacher. "With one stroke he Burro, young and
Price $4.00. Telecould change a smiling face into a fectly gentle.
Up
phone 357.
sorrowful one."
"That ain't nothin'," piped up
or
sale
trade,
Rooming House for
Johnny. "Me mother does that to me 24 rooms.
Box 621, Clovia New
lots of times."
Mexico.

:

colors, made up in the approved shapes.
i

Men's Shoes
Brown is the leading color in men's shoes. Wc
have a good assortment of hrown calf and kid in
y

the straight and English lasts.
We are fortunate to have this good assortment
with shoes as hard to get as they are this Kail.

Prices $6.50 to $12

first-clas-

t.-.-

REPAIRING
We have expert workmen and
can do your shoe repairing on
short notice. We use the best

material and workmanship.
We make your old shoes look
like new.

9

Widman s
SHOE STORE
Shoe Repairing A Specialty
SOUTH MAIN STREET

Ros-wel- l,

4

iss

Boy Scout Shoes
Are here for the school hoy. In hlack and tan,
hiitton and lace, in heavy, medium and light
weight leathers.
The hoys all know that these shoes give good
service. We have a full line of tthe lied (loose
shoes in all sizes for the school children.

We have been getting in new shirts, ties,
handkerchiefs and hose for Fall.
We have just received a new shipment
Cheney Ties.

"

Miel

9

col-lar- s,

of

